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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

As noted by Dr. Ron Paul in the January 10, 2022, Liberty Report above, U.S. authorities have

suddenly started to change their tune with regard to COVID and the COVID shots.

“The opposition to our position are starting to wake up,” Paul says, as some shreds of truth are

actually starting to be acknowledged. The good news, Paul says, is that “Maybe some of the things

they’ve been saying are not quite accurate, and maybe what we’ve been saying is closer to the truth,

and maybe they’re starting to recognize that.”

CDC Director Now Calls for Focused Protection

Indeed, in recent days, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has made a remarkable

number of U-turns, completely reversing course on several narrative points.

For example, in a January 10, 2022, CNN interview, CDC director Dr. Rochelle Walensky actually

admitted that “what [the COVID shots] can’t do anymore is prevent transmission,”  whereas before,

the narrative was that if you get the jab, you have nothing to worry about anymore. In July 2021,

President Biden promised that if you get vaccinated, “you’re not going to get COVID.”  Well, it wasn’t

true. Many knew that, but were censored when pointing it out.

A day earlier, January 9, Walensky also sent out a tweet saying “We must protect people with

comorbidities from severe COVID-19,” which is what tens of thousands of doctors have been calling

for since the creation of The Great Barrington Declaration in early October 2020. It called for

focused protection of high-risk individuals, such as the elderly, rather than blanket lockdowns.

It was recently revealed that Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institutes of Allergy and

Infectious Diseases (NIAID) and his former boss, now retired National Institutes of Health (NIH)

director Francis Collins, colluded behind the scenes to quash the declaration.  For whatever reason,

Fauci and Collins were hell-bent on pushing economy-destroying lockdowns instead. In an October

8, 2020, email to Fauci, Collins wrote:

“The proposal from the three fringe epidemiologists who met with the Secretary seems to

be getting a lot of attention ... There needs to be a quick and devastating published take

down of its premises ...”

“Don’t worry, I got this,” Fauci replied. Later, Fauci sent Collins links to newly published articles

refuting the focused protection solution, including an op-ed in Wired magazine, and an article in

The Nation, titled “Focused Protection, Herd Immunity and Other Deadly Delusions.”

CDC Follows Political Strategy, Not Science

Now, all of a sudden, Walensky is onboard with the “deadly delusion” of focused protection. Her

about-face would be confusing were it not for the fact that COVID countermeasures were never

about protecting the public from a virus. From the start, the pandemic had political goals, and it still

does.

The pressure is now on to prove the Biden administration has made some sort of progress with the

pandemic. Biden made a lot of promises, none of which have come to fruition, so now the political

establishment is scrounging to come up with some plan that can make them look as though they’re

getting somewhere.

The problem is that cases are now exploding, when a successful vaccine campaign should have

brought the situation under control. So, they now need a way to minimize the number of cases,

whereas before, they used every trick in the book to overcount them,  in order to scare people into

complying with COVID restrictions and getting the jab.

New Testing Guidance Aims to Lower Case Rates

One simple way to cut down cases is to limit testing, and that’s another U-turn we’re now seeing.

The CDC is now saying you should not retest once you’ve recovered from COVID. If you test

positive, just quarantine for `ve days and don’t retest to con`rm that you’re negative, as the PCR

can provide false positives for up to 12 weeks after the infection has been resolved.

Well, we’ve known this for nearly two years already. From the start, experts warned that the PCR

cannot be used to diagnose an active infection, as it can pick up RNA from dead, noninfectious viral

debris.

Health authorities are now spinning the tale that these revisions in guidance are because we have

two years’ worth of data, and they’re just following the science. But that’s pure baloney, seeing how

the data never supported their COVID restrictions in the `rst place. 

The CDC’s decision to revise quarantine guidelines down from 10 days to just `ve days also

appears politically motivated. Polls show the economy is a primary concern of voting Americans

right now, so they need to strike a balance between the desired demolition of the economy and

keeping people at work — at least until the 2022 elections are over.

“ There seems to be a LOT of sudden momentum
surging in the direction of ending the pandemic. If
I’m right, we’re going to see even more of this, and
pretty quickly, since Biden has to wrap it up in time
to declare victory on March 1. ~ Jeff Childers”

In short, I suspect most if not all of the recent changes in COVID guidance is to build a narrative

that the Biden administration has successfully brought the pandemic under control and

reestablished a working economy. The change in narrative is based on political strategy, not

science.

CDC Highlights Role of Comorbidities in Vaxxed COVID Deaths

rochelle walensky

As noted by Paul in the Liberty Report above, Walensky recently stated that 75% of COVID deaths

had four or more comorbidities, “So, really, these are people who were unwell to begin with.” The

admission went viral and was cited as proof that COVID is a lethal risk for none but the sickest

among us.

The CDC quickly stepped in, clarifying that she meant “75% of COVID deaths among those who

have received the COVID jab,” not COVID deaths overall.  You can see the unedited segment above,

where that context is made clear. Still, we know that COVID poses very little risk for healthy

unvaccinated people as well, and that comorbidities are a primary risk factor regardless of your

COVID jab status.

COVID Death Risk Has Always Been Low — Vaxxed or Not

For example, a 2020 study  found 88% of hospitalized COVID patients in New York City had two or

more comorbidities, 6.3% had one underlying health condition and 6.1% had none.

In late August 2020, the CDC published data showing only 6% of the total death count had COVID-

19 listed as the sole cause of death. The remaining 94% had had an average of 2.6 comorbidities or

preexisting health conditions that contributed to their deaths.  So, yes, COVID is a lethal risk only

for the sickest among us, just as Walensky said, but that’s true whether you’re “vaccinated” or not.

As for the study  Walensky discussed in that “Good Morning America” segment, it found that of the

1.2 million COVID jabbed subjects, only 0.0033% died of COVID between December 2020 and

October 2021. (And of those, 77.8% had four or more comorbidities.) This study, Walensky claims

as evidence that the COVID shot works wonders to reduce the risk of death.

But does it really? Recall studies  showing the noninstitutionalized infection fatality rate is on

average just 0.26% to begin with, and people under the age of 40 have only a 0.01% risk of dying

from COVID.

When we’re talking about a fraction of a percentage point risk, we’re talking about a risk that is

close to statistical zero. So, does lowering your risk of death from 0.01% to 0.003% really translate

into something worthwhile? And, more importantly, is that reduction worth the risks involved with

taking the jab?

Clearly, it’s not a risk-free decision. OneAmerica, a national mutual life insurance company, recently

warned that all-cause deaths among working age Americans (18 to 64) are up 40% over

prepandemic norms,  and they cannot be attributed to COVID.

So, what’s causing these deaths? What potentially deadly thing did tens of millions of Americans do

in 2021 that they’ve never done before? I’ll let you ponder whether Walensky’s claim that the COVID

jab is saving lives is an accurate one.

CDC Admits Large Portion of ‘COVID Patients’ Aren’t

In another recent media appearance, Walensky stated that:

“In some hospitals that we've talked to, up to 40% of the patients who are coming in with

COVID-19 are coming in not because they’re sick with COVID, but because they’re coming

in with something else and have had ... COVID or the Omicron variant detected.”

This, again, is something that we’ve been highlighting since the start of the pandemic. Most so-

called “COVID patients” simply weren’t, and still aren’t. They’re hospitalized for something else

entirely, and just happen to get a positive test result upon admission — which very possibly is a

false positive. Either way, voila, they’re a COVID patient, even though they’re hospitalized for a

broken leg or a heart attack.

As noted by Delta News TV, “Comments like these have cast doubt on the severity of the current

COVID surge even as the Supreme Court considers legal challenges to Biden’s sweeping private

sector mandates on that very issue.”

Is the Political Pandemic in Its Final Death Throes?

In a January 10, 2022, blog post,  Jeff Childers, an attorney, and the president and founder of

Childers Law `rm, presents a hypothesis for why we might be looking at the end of the pandemic,

as the Biden administration has “no reasonable alternative but to wrap this whole thing up in the

next 60 days or so.”

“There’s an interesting political dynamic shaping up, a kind of political vice grip that might

just be driving federal COVID policy toward authenticity and an end to the pandemic ... a lot

of reality has been breaking through lately,” Childers writes.

He points out how a federal judge recently ordered the U.S. Food and Drug Administration to

release all the P`zer COVID jab data that the agency wanted 75 years to release. The bulk of that

data is now due March 1, 2022, the day of Biden’s State of the Union address. Childers suspects the

P`zer documents will contain plenty of counternarrative fodder and politically embarrassing

details.

Why We’re Seeing a U-Turn in the Narrative Now

Biden needs some good news by his State of the Union address, as it’ll be his last chance to “help

move the needle back toward blue,” and the way he can do that is by declaring the pandemic over.

He can then claim to be the great liberator who ended the pandemic measures for good.

“If they handle this right, they can give their voting base and sycophantic media agents all

the necessary talking points to boost Dem prospects for the midterm elections,” Childers

writes.

But to pull off that U-turn with any semblance of credibility, they have to start cutting the case rate

now, and that’s precisely what we’re seeing. For example, the CDC recently changed its guidelines

so you don’t need to retest after you’ve recovered from COVID, so no more false positives from

recovered people.

Florida’s okcial policy is now to only test high-risk individuals and those who are symptomatic.

Childers points out that the left-leaning Sun Sentinel even ran an article highlighting the fact that

despite surging case rates, Florida has the lowest COVID death rate in the nation, second only to

the sparsely populated Alaska. “What incredibly powerful force could make the Sun Sentinel

downplay the pandemic like this?” he asks.

Will We Finally Get a More Accurate Death Count?

The CDC also appears poised to change the de`nition of COVID death to what it should have been

all along. Childers notes:

“Fox News ... Bret Baier ... asked [Walensky] ‘how many of the 836,000 deaths in the U.S.

linked to COVID are FROM COVID or how many are WITH COVID?’

Director Walensky said ... ‘those data will be forthcoming.’ Until about 10 minutes ago, the

CDC said it didn’t HAVE any way to track that kind of information ... But now, apparently,

CDC plans to release information about deaths from and with. What do you want to bet

they’ll be REDUCING total COVID deaths shortly? By a lot.”

They’re also starting to accurately count only those who are actually sick with COVID rather than

including people hospitalized for other reasons who just happen to test positive.

“Yesterday, New York Governor Hochul announced that almost HALF of patients are

hospitalized for ‘non-COVID reasons,’ scattering the rotting corpse of the Narrative.

You might recall that just last week she ordered hospitals to start breaking down the

reported cgures and showing how many folks ACTUALLY are sick with COVID versus just

testing positive in the hospital. We’ve been yelling about overcounting hospitalizations for

two years now and they just noticed?”

Same Narrative Switch Seen in Europe

The same sudden switch in narrative can be seen in Europe. Childers continues:

“Yesterday, the Guardian UK ran a story headlined, ‘End mass jabs and live with COVID, says

ex-head of vaccine taskforce.’ It says Dr. Clive Dix — former chairman of the UK’s vaccine

taskforce — has called for a ‘major rethink’ of the UK’s COVID strategy, in effect reversing

the approach of the past two years and returning to a ‘new normality.’

Shocking the cores the oft-maligned authors of the Great Barrington Declaration, Dr. Dix —

without getting cancelled — said this:

‘We need to analyze whether we use the current booster campaign to ensure the vulnerable

are protected, if this is seen to be necessary ... Mass population-based vaccination in the

UK should now end.’ Ending mass vaccinations? Suddenly that idea is okay to discuss in

the corporate media? Wow.”

In a January 3, 2022, interview with the Daily Telegraph, professor Andrew Pollard, head of the U.K.’s

Committee on Vaccination and Immunization who helped create the Oxford-AstraZeneca shot, also

made a previously verboten statement: “We can’t vaccinate the planet every four or six months,” he

said. “It’s not sustainable or affordable.”  And, like Dix, Pollard was not canceled, censored or

deplatformed.

January 11, 2022, Bloomberg also reported that “European Union regulators warned that frequent

COVID-19 booster shots could adversely affect the immune response and may not be feasible.

Repeat booster doses every four months could eventually weaken the immune response and tire

out people, according to the European Medicines Agency.”

Marco Cavaleri, the EMA’s head of vaccines strategy, said during a January 11, 2022, press

brie`ng:

“While use of additional boosters can be part of contingency plans, repeated vaccinations

within short intervals would not represent a sustainable long-term strategy. [Boosters] can

be done once, or maybe twice, but it’s not something that we can think should be repeated

constantly. We need to think about how we can transition from the current pandemic

setting to a more endemic setting.”

That same day, the World Health Organization’s Technical Advisory Group on COVID-19 Vaccine

Composition (TAG-CO-VAC) also issued a statement  saying that “a vaccination strategy based on

repeated booster doses of the original vaccine composition is unlikely to be appropriate or

sustainable.”

They also stated that COVID vaccines that actually prevent infection and transmission need to be

developed. The timing of all these statements is nothing if not remarkable. It shows just how

coordinated this plandemic narrative is, all around the world.

Justice Sotomayor Called Out

Perhaps the best example that the narrative is undergoing a radical overhaul, Childers says, is

Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor being fact checked and called out as a liar by The

Washington Post:

“You’ll recall that Sotomayor concdently told the lawyers during oral argument Friday that

‘100,000’ children were in critical care and on ventilators with Omicron. The lawyers didn’t

challenge her even though there aren’t that many total ICU beds in the whole country.

But on Saturday — the next day! — the Washington Post ran an article headlined,

‘Sotomayor’s false claim that ‘over 100,000’ children are in ‘serious condition’ with COVID.’

FALSE CLAIM?? What?? Here’s how the fact-checking article ended:

‘It’s important for Supreme Court justices to make rulings based on correct data … But

Sotomayor during an oral argument offered a cgure — 100,000 children in ‘serious

condition … many on ventilators’ — that is absurdly high. She earns Four Pinocchios.’ It

might be unprecedented for a major liberal newspaper to call out a liberal Justice. What
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In recent days, the pandemic narrative has undergone a remarkable number of U-turns#

January 9, 2022, CDC director Dr. Rochelle Walensky sent out a tweet saying “We must protect people with comorbidities from severe COVID-19,” in

other words, focused protection, which is what tens of thousands of doctors have been calling for since the creation of The Great Barrington

Declaration in early October 2020

#

January 10, 2022, Walensky admitted that the COVID shots cannot prevent transmission#

The CDC is now saying you should not retest once you’ve recovered from COVID, as the PCR can provide false positives for up to 12 weeks after the

infection has been resolved. They’re also cutting the isolation requirement from 10 to just `ve days — probably because the failing economy is

hurting Biden’s approval rating so they need people to work

#

The narrative is also changing on what makes for a COVID case and how deaths are counted. Walensky recently admitted about 40% of “COVID

patients” tested positive but do not have symptoms and are hospitalized for something else. She has also promised to deliver data on how many

people have actually died “from” COVID and how many died “with” it
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might be unprecedented for a major liberal newspaper to call out a liberal Justice. What

could be going on? ...

There seems to be a LOT of sudden momentum surging in the direction of ending the

pandemic. If I’m right, we’re going to see even more of this, and pretty quickly, since Biden

has to wrap it up in time to declare victory on March 1. Which would explain why they

pushed the SOTU back a month. They need the time to get the pandemic wrapped up.”

As most of you know, I've been forced to remove 25 years of free health information from my

website under threats of the technocratic elite.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has `nally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years.

My daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before anywhere else.

After 48 hours the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack. To view any

missed content, a private membership is available for a very minimal amount with a portion of

proceeds going toward our health partners who are helping in the `ght to protect our freedom of

speech and your right to take control of your health.



Access Dr. Mercola's Censored Library
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....and "that's a wrap"!! I can just see all of the major movie companies chomping at the bit to get this entire `asco documented "movie

style"! Meanwhile, back at the ranch, so many are forced to pick up the pieces of this massive, global, and intentional disaster. It is

surreal! Here in Switzerland, things move slowly, but we are are not blind...we are so grateful for the freedom `ghters in the US! God

bless you Dr. Mercola, and all others who continue to stand up for our rights and freedoms. And by God, those responsible will pay....
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The pay seems pretty good. Just released this morning, Fraudci made $2.1 million off the Pandemic.
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Well, I have been `ghting back since the beginning and I will still be attending the worldwide protest this weekend in London. I

am going to step up my efforts even more now to ensure the evil people behind this scam get the 'justice' they deserve. I'm not

just talking about the ring leaders but everyone who supported it, such as the Doctors, the jab givers, council workers `ning

businesses, schools forcing jabs on children etc etc they all will be held accountable.
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Yes, we are not blind. Renowned virologist and mRNA pioneer Dr. Robert Malone, whose honesty in exposing the harmful forms

of P`zer and Moderna's experimental vaccines led to censorship on Twitter, YouTube and Facebook, said the public is waging a

war of information with the mainstream media, which fails to assess the truth and enforces the narrative of Big Tech and Big

Pharma. A "Great Awakening" is likely to occur this year as people galvanize against the ongoing manipulation of the

mainstream media in promoting the "Great Reset" advocated by the World Economic Forum (WEF). Despite the efforts of big

tech and big media to offer only singular viewpoints on the pandemic, “There is a growing cohort of people who are increasingly

aware of how thoroughly we have been manipulated.” “Malone said this growing awareness of the 'Great Reset' and the

limitations of those pushing it are cause for encouragement in 2022.

Malone concluded that he is trying "really to look on the bright side" and said that if humanity recognizes its interconnectedness

and the importance of community, integrity, and human dignity during this time in history, we will have a "Great Awakening." ' in

response to the 'Great Reset'.” www.lifesitenews.com/news/mrna-pioneer-dr-robert-malone-warns-of-full-..  (10/01/2020 )
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It's time for payback for these crusaders. It's disgusting all of the lies we've been told from before we even knew there was a

Covid-19 virus.
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JustSteve—Chump change! Gates made over $20 B-B-B-Billion since the beginning of the Plandemic.
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“One of the saddest lessons of history is this: If we’ve been bamboozled long enough, we tend to reject any evidence of the

bamboozle. We’re no longer interested in `nding out the truth. The bamboozle has captured us. It’s simply too painful to

acknowledge, even to ourselves, that we’ve been taken.

Once you give a charlatan power over you, you almost never get it back.” Carl Sagan.   This country has been “bamboozled” so

long by “The Powers That Be” with the propaganda of corporate and social media via their; gaslighting, gatekeepers, narrative,

and algorithms. Their methods; appealing to one’s emotions, half-truths, red-herrings, “straw-men”, trolls, deceit, deception,

captured industries, payoffs, and their labels -“conspiracy theorist” (created by the CIA in 1967).  If we do a little thinking, a little

truth-seeking, we will begin to gain insight and understanding.

DuckDuckgo for "Operation Mockingbird" & "Operation Paperclip."  Get RFK Jr.'s book "The Real Anthony Fauci."  I use it as a

reference (tab and highlight).   The enemy of tyranny is “truth.”  If we are afraid to speak out against tyranny, we are already

slaves.
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AndymAndym, Yup..are you implying Falsey works for Gates, or is Falsey just a cheap date? All the major Digital Wunderkinds

have made out like the bandits they are. Massive amounts of pro`t, wealth & asset transfers, & devastation of Mom & Pop

competition, while taking more Control, but they don't own it...wink, wink.
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Everyone would do well to remember this as the largest transfer of wealth the US has ever seen, if not the world, pressing down

and nearly decimating the middle class while enriching the 1% of the 1% - quite a few new Billionaires were minted during this

so-called crises. Seems the healthcare crisis outperformed the 2007-08 real estate bust many times over. Look to large bankers

(same ones assessed as too big to fail in 2008) as the sources, carrying out desires of their wealthiest clients...
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People shouldn't be getting all jubilant and complacent. This is all 'theater' - always has been. The "pandemic" is not

disappearing. It's merely being transformed into an "endemic"· Anyone who was naive enough to take the shot, will still have to

take every successive shot, in order to be "fully vaccinated"; which in turn, "allows" them to participate in social activities· There

will also be testing, for the remainder of their lives· Before long; those "vaccine passports" will turn into microchips that will

monitor your biological system 24/7! Essentially, nothing is changing here - other than the tactics!
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rrealrose & Randy - Yes ! And Yes! Both on point.
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bfr: you are so right about the “bamboozled”. My daughter was actually getting angry at my husband for sending her reliable

information on the jab. She asked him to stop. He told her he could never forgive himself if he didn’t at least try to educate her

on case something happened to her, even though she told us she and her husband were jabbed.

We gave up after we found out they had their 5 and 7 year old children vaxxxxed. We couldn’t sleep that night, and I pray that

nothing happens to them.  They don’t want to hear the truth and won’t believe anything you tell them…very sad. I almost have to

laugh when vaxxxed and boosted friends of mine are excited because they were recently able to order the free Covid test kits

online! I felt like emailing back: “vaccine not working... I think they will continue to support this idiocy until someone very close

to them drops dead or has a severe reaction which can undeniably be attributed to the death dart.
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Siggy - maybe they jabbed themseves and kids to spite you - children resent being pressured - have never been able to convince

my kids to even read one of my 14000 posts - they consider me to be a "conspiracy theorist" - so I do not even refer to the Covid

thing - a sad rewection but I prefer to focus on areas where communication is still possible
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... and right along those lines… a possible 300 kT Soviet DFWU (don’t *** with us) empirical/tangible message. Tonga volcano a

NUCLEAR detonation and WARNING to America? brighteon.com/00d51dec-d33f-4518-b389-82731fc8d08c   ~ 

www.wagingpeace.org/the-effects-of-a-300-kiloton-nuclear-warhead-deton..

 ~ automanana.com/why-torpedo-poseidon-are-a-weapon-of-deterrence/  Tonga volcano a NUCLEAR detonation and WARNING

to America? brighteon.com/00d51dec-d33f-4518-b389-82731fc8d08c     Comment from Electroverse: Andrew Stone January

19, 2022 at 4:36 am https://electroverse.net/  Looks like war is a few days away folks.

MSM keeping the public calm and uninformed. Hal Turner’s site seems to be up to date. If only half of what he claims is

accurate we are all in for an extremely unpleasant time very soon. This may well be far bigger than Ukraine.

Get to a store and stock up now. Once it hits the fan you probably won’t be able to get into a store. There will be mass panic and

huge trakc jams. If you live in a major city you might consider taking a trip far away from the city for a couple weeks, just in

case.

The Covidian Cult has begun to implode, and its going to be ugly January 19, 2022

www.fromrome.info/2022/01/19/the-covidian-cult-has-begun-to-implode-an..

 ~ www.fromrome.info/.../beware-as-skull-bones-pivots

 ~ www.fromrome.info/2022/01/14/how-skull-bones-plans-to-co-opt-world-wid..  …
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Add as Friend  Send Message

The Last Days of the Covidian Cult  . This isn’t going to be pretty, folks. The downfall of a death cult rarely is. There is going to

be wailing and gnashing of teeth, incoherent fanatical jabbering, mass deleting of embarrassing tweets.

There’s going to be a veritable tsunami of desperate rationalizing, strenuous denying, shameless blame-shifting, and other

forms of ass-covering, as suddenly former Covidian Cult members make a last-minute break for the jungle before the

fully-vaxxed-and-boosted “Safe and Effective Kool-Aid” servers get to them. Yes, that’s right, as I’m sure you’ve noticed, the

okcial Covid narrative is `nally falling apart, or is being hastily disassembled, or historically revised, right before our eyes. The

“experts” and “authorities” are `nally acknowledging that the “Covid deaths” and “hospitalization” statistics are arti`cially

inwated and totally unreliable (which they have been from the very beginning), and they are admitting that their miracle

“vaccines” don’t work (unless you change the de`nition of the word “vaccine”), and that they have killed a few people, or maybe

more than a few people, and that lockdowns were probably “a serious mistake.” The point is, the “Apocalyptic Pandemic” PSYOP

has reached its expiration date. After almost two years of mass hysteria over a virus that causes mild-to-moderate

common-cold or wu-like symptoms (or absolutely no symptoms whatsoever) in about 95% of the infected and the overall

infection fatality rate of which is approximately 0.1% to 0.5%, people’s nerves are shot.

We are all exhausted. Even the Covidian cultists are exhausted. And they are starting to abandon the cult en masse. It was

always mostly just a matter of time.

As Klaus Schwab said, “the pandemic represent[ed] a rare but narrow window of opportunity to rewect, reimagine, and reset our

world.” consentfactory.org/2022/01/18/the-last-days-of-the-covidian-cult/  https://www.fromrome.info/  
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM
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And I am thankful for "Swiss Policy Research, Facts About Covid-19" And Fauci made 2.1 million dollars from this? what's that?

a buck a head?
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JustSteve...Wifey Fauci, Christine Grady RN also reaps handsomely from her plum NIH position as "bioethicist". Too bad she

knows nothing about vaccinology...Grady pay $234,284 in 2020 (source:

www.federalpay.org/employees/national-institutes-of-health/grady-chris..  )
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ZHA.ZHA
Joined On 4/12/2020 5:39:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@RandyFast: I like what you wrote. But I have a question and maybe others can answer it as well.  How will those who decide

not to get the shot and as such not be tested be able to "participate in social activities" and just be able to live their lives where

they need to interact with people when one of the major requirements may just be that a person has to be "fully vaccinated"?

Maybe some people can become hermits but most can't.

This is what RandyFast wrote (just so you don't have to try to `nd it in the thread :) "People shouldn't be getting all jubilant and

complacent. This is all 'theater' - always has been. The "pandemic" is not disappearing. It's merely being transformed into an

"endemic".

Anyone who was naive enough to take the shot, will still have to take every successive shot, in order to be "fully vaccinated";

which in turn, "allows" them to participate in social activities. There will also be testing, for the remainder of their lives. Before

long; those "vaccine passports" will turn into microchips that will monitor your biological system 24/7! Essentially, nothing is

changing here - other than the tactics!"
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changing here - other than the tactics!"
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badboy2
Joined On 11/15/2010 5:08:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since the US government has created a new religion called "Covid and Vaccines", I doubt that the pandemic will end soon.
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allunoisrong
Joined On 6/19/2006 10:22:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NO. No such luck. The billions that have been vaxxed are now the vectors, for life. And sooner or later you will be exposed to

them, and then you can be on the road to Zombie-dom Don't get comfortable.
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paula-penny_203
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:15:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This leaves me with more questions than answers. I don't see how this can really be about making Biden look good since this is clearly

a coordinated global event. I must confess, as cynical and enraged as I am about the atrocities committed in the last couple of years,

might this u-turn be because the omicron is not nearly as dangerous and because it really is not viable on any level, a pill that can't be

swallowed, (or a vaccine that can't be injected), that the world will have to get boosters every couple of months for variants no longer

in existence, boosters that are driving up infection rates? Even the most gullible may start to rebel on this one.

But there's one sentence above that terri`es me: they're going back to the drawing board to develop a "vaccine" that reduces infections

and transmissions. So, what bioweapon and product-`x will be coerced next? And how does this all get globally decided anyway?

They're all saying the same message at the same time GLOBALLY...How creepy is that?
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Gardenbear
Joined On 5/17/2012 7:19:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One thing that might help us all to understand what they are doing is the realization that this whole mess is a marketing ploy

and a cash grab by a handful of persons that already have more money than they could possibly spend in 1000 lifetimes. It has

absolutely nothing to do with disease or health it is only about the cash. When you look at it from that standpoint, everything is

just peachy ...that is to say, it is going as planned for the handful of crooks that concocted this horrible situation. For the other

7.9 billion of us, it is not going so great at all.

When you say: "But there's one sentence above that terri`es me: they're going back to the drawing board to develop a "vaccine"

that reduces infections and transmissions." this can be translated to read as: "hey guys we found a way to make even more

money of the suffering of the sheep." It is a con, it is a con, it is an evil devastating horrible con. That is all it is. We could have

nipped this in the bud with no vaccines.  If they completely disable our immune system, we will not have the symptoms that are

produced by our body as we `ght infections.

All the fever (which is actually a good thing), the sneezing and coughing, etc etc, will not be there as our poor bodies will have

zero `ghting ability. That is NOT helping us one bit!! Eliminating the immune system and then claiming that there is no disease

as there are no symptoms is categorically insane. That has not stopped them before and it will not stop them now. The only

thing that will stop them is if we stop `ghting each other and stand together...There are 7.9 billion of us and only a handful of

'them'...The only way they can win is if we let them.
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It has been a global conspiracy right from the start. How else would almost every country have taken the same extreme, and

obviously wrong and destructive measures that were blatantly obvious to anyone with a modicum of common sense?
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If the memory is working isn't DAVOS having its meeting? With too much truth coming out for their comfort & designs, is what

we are seeing are the beginning stages of a reset of their Great Reset? Now a need to develop new global boogieman needed to

further the Mass Formation Psychosis, or will one of the Straw Men in reserve have to do?
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cat86887
Joined On 11/9/2017 5:28:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those people who believe in masks, social distancing, and vaccines will certainly believe Biden conquered Covid. No critical

thinking abilities, you know.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Paula-Penny-201: In this video - that Bill Gates has tried to bury, - he warns of the next pandemic while sitting on a sofa,

smirking with his ex? wife. This sequence is in the last two minutes of the video. His money is everywhere· He doesn't care a

jot for humanity· Just wants needles in every arm, more control, more power· A familiar saying could be slightly altered·
"Gates's money is the root of all evil"· ourtube.co.uk/.../UIawpstyY9TbHFv  
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Joined On 12/4/2018 9:50:20 AM
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Hi Paula! I agree completely. That’s all I keep thinking about. It is the weirdest part of all this. It is exactly the same thing for

everyone in the world.
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AndymAndym
Joined On 4/26/2016 7:07:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Paula-Penny—I agree. It’s too early to start celebrating. The bad guys aren’t going to just admit defeat and go home. They’re just

reassessing their game plans· Let’s keep an eye out for more “Event 201” type exercises (RFK’s `nal chapter discuses about

twenty years’ worth of these.)
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gore Vidal said the power elite do not have to conspire. They think alike. That was evident in the beginning of this disaster and it

is evident at the end. It is not about money.

It is about control and impoverishment of the 99%. The billionaire class can create almost in`nite amounts of money digitally

through their owned and operated central banks and the chartered banks like BofA, HSBC and Chase Manhattan. True wealth

lies in land, labor and resources which cannot be created digitally. To own and control those sources of wealth, they must be

available for sale.

There is much more land available now than before the plandemic as are more resources. Labor will be more desperate and

available once the subsidies are cut. The availability of resources is a matter of politics. One day after the coup in Bolivia the

lithium resource that was national was sold cheaply to a private corporation.

Musk when asked about that responded that, "We can coup anywhere." The worst nightmare of the .00001% is that the 99% will

awaken and take away their power. One of the strategies to avoid that is to divide the 99%. Black/white, citizen/immigrant,

vaccinated/unvaccinated, heterosexual/homosexual, Christian/non-Christian and so on. If your life is not what it should be, it is

not the fault of the .00001% it is the fault of the undocumented, welfare queens, homeless, hippies, druggies etc.

They are the problem and we are going to protect you and your children from them. In the meantime it is not our fault that you

lost your house and are living with your baby in a car. It was the market and we do not control the market and do not look behind

the curtain.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Creepy is an understatement... Here's a recent bbc world article (as of today), outlining how a seasonal virus may affect Biden's

approval ratings? Who, with a straight face, can possibly make this analysis up? See for yourself, here's the link:

www.bbc.com/.../world-us-canada-60044270  - expect to see more of the same showing up in mainstream Gates- or corporate

paid media. May be the crux of this issue: where is un-slanted media (each one has some bias) these days?
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

one man's U Turn is another man's foot on the accelerator
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM
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@Gardenbear It's not about cash, it's about getting more power, the power to control and hurt people in some sick real-life

game, and that's just the tip of the iceberg. Read some Marque de Sade to get some idea of just how nasty they used to be; they

are probably a lot worse now! Marx was partly right, Capitalism is neo-feudalism, it's not about trade for the sick 'elites' and their

cronies, they have accumulated enough stolen wealth to buy whole countries, and they use that covertly to gather power! In a

free trade system with a debt-free currency, Billionaires, Trillionaires, and Quandrilionaires would probably not exist.
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Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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Sadly, I agree. they improved on Hitler's version of control for this and anything new will simply be an improved version of Covid

control. We are in end times.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Political and strategic interests mark a change of course, because it is necessary to justify the disastrous management of this false

pandemic and the deception is being viewed by the many independent minds, by those who seek the truth, by the people who follow

the true science of Dr. Mercola and many other independent scientists and doctors. Medicines regulators in the European Union have

warned that frequent COVID boosters could negatively affect the immune system and said there is currently no data to support

repeated doses. According to IEMA, continuous booster doses every four months could pose a risk of overloading people's immune

systems and causing fatigue. Instead, the agency recommended that countries space out the intervals between boosters and

coordinate their programs with the start of the cold season in each hemisphere, following the blueprint for inwuenza vaccination

strategies.

"While the use of additional boosters may be part of contingency plans, repeated vaccinations at short intervals would not represent a

sustainable long-term strategy," EMA's head of vaccine strategy Marco Cavaleri said during an interview. Press conference.

Reinforcements "can be done once, or maybe twice, but it's not something that we can think of as having to be repeated constantly,"

Cavaleri said. "We need to think about how we can transition from the current pandemic environment to a more endemic environment."

Cavaleri said more data on Omicron's impact on vaccines and a better understanding of the evolution of the current wave are needed

to decide if a new variant-speci`c vaccine is needed...childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/eu-regulators-who-end-covid-booste..  
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Although the okcial narrative is `nally unraveling and the covid cult is starting to wane, but that does not mean that the

globalist elites and their stooges in government are not going to cancel the entire “New Normal” action program that is leading

the way in tyranny and slavery, pretend that the last two years never happened and retreat in their quest for power and

dominance. Countries around the world are driving the implementation of the New Normal biosafety society. For now Many

countries in Europe continue with forced vaccination. France is implementing a national segregation system to punish the

unvaccinated...The cult of "vaccines" may decrease but the cult of power and money will continue its dramatic course for

humanity...www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jan/16/french-parliament-approves-vacci..  
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Gui - "the more it changes, the more it stays the same"
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*France is implementing a national segregation system to punish the unvaccinated.* Yes, this is well advanced. (I'm in Europe.)

Since August 2021, the un-injected have not been allowed to set foot in bars, cafes, restaurants, cinemas, theatres, gyms,

concerts, festivals, clinics, hospitals or to get on planes or trains without a negative test or proof of recent infection. The tests

cost the equivalent of $30 each time. So in effect, the unvaxxed have already been excluded from society for 6 months.

Note that the unvaxxed could not and cannot work in any of those places either. Now, this January 2022, the *health pass*

which allowed you into places if you paid for the test has become a *vaccine pass* and you are banned from all those places,

full-stop, unless you get the 3 injections. People will need the 4th, later this year, or their QR Code when checked in every venue

will read *Non Valide* and access is barred. A few points: * cases are higher then they have ever been in France - after 6 months

of excluding the unvaccinated - and yet Macron shamelessly says these are the people spreading contagion * the media in

France seems even more tightly controlled than in the US & UK - there has been virtually not a word on TV channels about rights

or freedom...The narrative is reported slavishly.

Repression is simply the common sense solution! * the swift evolution of the *pass* is revealing. It can easily morph into a

*security* pass, an *identity* pass, a *payment* pass... * the global cabal have - as Dr Mike Yeadon says - played a blinder. By

announcing last summer that, virtually overnight, everyone must get the QR Code to work, earn their living, travel, have anything

like a normal life...more than half the population - some willingly, some resentfully - felt obliged to go and get the latest injection

& the Code. The possibility of resistance was instantly undercut, the vaxxed & unvaxxed ere divided and the focus shifted to

persecution of the un-injected.
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We need to stop looking at this as a medical situation when in reality, It is primarily a `nancial situation. The purpose of the

pandemic is to make money. The primary purpose of the vaccines and boosters is to make money. All of it going to insanely

greedy persons that already have more than they can ever possibly spend...There are people in the world that are so mindlessly

greedy that they would cause the suffering and death of millions...They have already been identi`ed and are going to be

prosecuted by the International Criminal Court for crimes against

humanity...www.thedesertreview.com/opinion/columnists/gates-fauci-and-daszak-char..  
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@astragale quite frankly things got better for the non-covidians once the jabbing began here in France and even better once

Macron started. So there seems to be a magic number - at least shared by England and France, not sure if it is a ratio that they

have been told to achieve but these two have around the same populations. So England `rstly declared 5 million unjabbed and

continued in the MSM and political circles, even after the governments `gures revealed the actual `gure to be 23 million. France

declared 5 million too...hmmm.

So from my personal experience of the people in my circle here in rural France (I've been here permanently in this village since

2000) most of my neighbours are jabbed and none of my friends are. I just went to the local organic farm to get my milk and

grain, none of them are jabbed and their son has been on a course with his college to another part of the country and of the

students attending 19 in number, one was jabbed. The farmer's four friends who are jabbed have re-emerging cancers one being

a childhood cancer that had not shown up again for the previous 50 years. Another of their friends owns a pharmacy she was

told to jab or lose her business, after the procedure she asked to go to the bathroom, took out a device she had ready and

removed as much of the jab as possible - I'm not sure how good that will be but let's hope she had the saline.

Friends, in the health sector have resigned and have other jobs. This Summer neighbours began to shake hands, kissed me for

the New Year and I went to a funeral recently - all kissed/hugged, albeit in masks - a bit surreal So we can't go to a concert

(overpriced) a restaurant (not many organic ones open) gyms ( we're outside working 75% of the day) jobs- which would you

choose your money or your life? French all have computer access - every small town has a médiathèque or in villages a
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neighbour. Who reads MSM or watches TV, the jabbed, that's why they are - but how many are they really?
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Yes, do not be lulled by the Predator$ set back, while regular day to day folks plan for Saturday Night, the Predator$ plan for

generations. It's the friction & battles, the moving in or out of pole position within their ranks that determines where things could

be heading, what we are to face. If we want a Healthy, Real Normal we have to build it from the ground up. Otherwise, we will

return to what is left of the Old Normal, or just keep moving into their Transhuman Normal· In the end, with the delusion they

can survive with computers & robots so as to never have to worry about all the useless eaters, or a new "winner" to usurp the

throne of whoever sits there now.
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Gardenbear These are all part of the cases that have been instigated and planned over the past 18 months by an international

group of lawyers, academics, scientists, independent journalists nurses and doctors... They are all coming to fruition at around

the same time. Here are a few more you may or may not have heard of:

indianbarassociation.in/worlds-`rst-vaccine-murder-case-against-bill-..   The Indian Bar Association has a whole raft of these

cases mostly on rights of the unjabbed and for children's defense you can read of them all on their site.

www.bitchute.com/.../PpDHwBQJADc5  `led as criminal case and under investigation by the MET Police (London), also `led in

The Hague. www.thebernician.net/london-met-police-set-to-investigate-the-midazola..  Criminal Investigation into the use of

end-of-life drugs in care homes UK...These are just a few of the many
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Steve, right from the start I believed this to be a turf war. If you wanted a globalist agenda then that meant one emperor of the

Universe, hence the symbolic costuming of one of the lower in the pecking order, Schwab. So there are several 'they' involved in

this and one of the reasons why it has failed. There's now a whole raft of puppets clinging onto the narrative, whist, in a mixed

metaphor, simultaneously being thrown off the bus.

They were/are expendable, everyone knew that, except themselves, which happens with psychopaths. However, what is needed

now is that the grassroots have a plan because otherwise either our children's children will get this repeat technocratic takeover,

which apparently `rst failed in 1944 or we will create a power vacuum for another plutocrat to step in with another

pandemic/alien invasion or whatever. I understand there is already an alternative medical system in place because there is no

way with what is coming out now that the present medical systems will not crash, as will the economies. There is already an

alternative media, some bits are rogue but they are easy to spot.

This is a mammoth task but I believe it is doable but has to be on a small scale, we have to help each other, those near to us, to

heal, to eat, to learn to think again and possibly to do without technology and certain forms of energy. Is this a re-entry into the

Dark Ages? I don't think so but it certainly isn't a 4th Industrial Revolution. The problem is that never before in the history of

mankind has the grassroots shaped their destiny, every change, revolution, war has been orchestrated by others for their own

purpose.
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Hi Gui. I thought I would ask you this since you have a good handle on references. Is there a better reference to this statement

in the article? "For example, in a January 10, 2022, CNN interview, CDC director Dr. Rochelle Walensky actually admitted that

“what [the COVID shots] can’t do anymore is prevent transmission,”1 whereas before, the narrative was that if you get the jab,

you have nothing to worry about anymore." The reference provided points to an article I am looking for the actual footage whee

Dr. Walensky says this Thanks in advance for your help.
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Suecross, if the memory is working, you & I have agreed on this notion early on, if not the start. It is something done - on the

regular. All these birds, Schwab/Gates/Fauci/even the political servants are just useful idiots, until they're not.

Schwab/Gates/Fauci/even the political servants are mostly just the veneer hiding the rot behind it all.

One seriously has to wonder when Covid Cuomo who expressed his admiration for Gates 'Genius' has gone from media darling

& given awards, to be shot down. Gates divorced & pressured about Pedophile Island visits, Fauci, long working mostly behind a

curtain looking like he's being seasoned & spiced to be thrown to the wolves. All suggest there is much more to fear than the

Fear Porn we get fed on a daily basis. The names, faces & actors change, but they all keep reading from someone else's script.

Part of the okcial drumbeat is Social Security & Medicare/Aid will collapse. Actually, if marginal tax rates on the Too Big Crowd

were raised, more than likely would be far more $$$ than needed to keep what we have invested in Social Security going.

Medicare/Aid is a horse of a different color. When good people like Doc are attacked for exploring & promoting real health,

sources of health, there is no real HealthCare System in the States.

Saving things in our existing system to actually help & work, but supporting the good works of Doc & others like him, one could

be pretty well assured healthcare cost would drop dramatically. But this would wy in the face of Rockefeller - Big Oil, Big

Finance, Big Insurance, Big Pharma, Big Ag, Big Processed Foods, propped up by owned Legacy Media & the bought & owned

Political Parties. Not sure, but it almost looks like the Digital Usurpers are getting a warning shot. Time will tell just what beast

are involved, doesn't matter though as the Whole of Life will not get what it should have to promote Health for All.

It will take us at the grassroots, nothing will come from them.
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Don't be fooled, don't be "played." "The price of freedom is eternal vigilance."  attributed to Thomas Jefferson
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Gui- As you have noticed the narrative may be changing somewhat to concentrate on people with comorbidities but nothing is

mentioned about allowing hospitals/doctors and nurses to use alternative treatments like Ivermectin/HCQ and Zinc and a

number of others. The question is will nutrition come to the forefront? Will Vitamin D/zinc/magnesium/B complex

vitamins/probiotics be promoted to help build your immune system from the inside out instead of the reverse? I think not.

Will the FDA allow or approve of these measures? What frightens me is if by a small chance they do there will be a host of new

regulations put on the supplement industry that the sheer cost to adhere to the regulations alone would put many out of

business. The new regulated supplements will be then controlled by Big Pharma and the costs will skyrocket like a Vit D pill that

costs 10 cent now will be $20. I am concerned about the saying.

Be careful what you wish for. There's always a catch! For example the cost for Vascepa is approx $443 for 240 pills without

insurance. abcnews.go.com/Health/fda-approves-omega-`sh-oil-medication-vascepa-r..  
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Hi, ZHA.ZHA, Walensky appeared on Wolf Blitzer's CNN show in early August and admitted during that interview that injections

of the Chinese virus do not in any way stop infection or spread. He now claims otherwise. The answer, of course, is that

Walensky is a liar like Tony Fauci. These two fake "doctors" talk a lot about what they claim to know about "science", but neither

has presented a shred of real evidence to support the idea that sticking people with "Operation Warp Speed" needles is doing

something else, destroy people's immune systems while spreading more disease.

townhall.com/tipsheet/leahbarkoukis/2021/08/26/cdc-on-whether-booster-..  (08(27/ 2021).. Many people who were "fully

vaccinated" against the Wuhan coronavirus have now been found dead, but CDC Director Rochelle Walensky blames

"comorbidities" rather than the needle sticks themselves. Rochelle Walensky is the new Tony Fauci at the service of globalist

globalist elites who continue to promote plandemic lies In an interview with "Good Morning America," the spokesperson for the

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention insisted that 75 percent of full vaccination deaths occur in people with at least four

comorbidities, which she says are the real culprits. This is a huge contradiction because it was not allowed to say that most

"covid" deaths were in people who were obese, for example, or had other serious health conditions, the government insisted that

all of these deaths were "covid." The government is changing the discourse.

Walensky wants us all to believe that vaccines are perfectly safe for everyone, and that anyone who dies will not be from

vaccines. www.theepochtimes.com/walenskys-comments-on-comorbidities-among-covid-..  (01/13/22)
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I `nally found another source to cross reference covid hospitalizations. Between 12/25/21 and 1/8/22 in Massachusetts, there

were a total of 1322 hospitalizations.  Fully vaccinated hospitalizations were 1014, and unvaccinated were 308. Also, we don't

know how many of those 308 received at least one shot...A person receiving one shot could never be included in a true control

group...They will never report that over 76% of the hospitalizations for covid are fully vaccinated

www.mass.gov/doc/weekly-report-covid-19-cases-in-vaccinated-individual..

 ~ www.mass.gov/doc/weekly-report-covid-19-cases-in-vaccinated-individual..

 ~ www.nbcboston.com/news/coronavirus/mass-con`rms-56489-new-covid-cases..  
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Thank you, Gardenbear, for your welcome link. Yes, the goal has always been regular "vaccines", but now they want to soften the

strategy because the evidence is showing the damage caused by "vaccines" that even give negative protection. The grave

dangers of vaccines and the drastically declining ekcacy rates of “vaccines” shows, once again, how useless vaccine

mandates, passports, and other requirements are if the goal is to “prevent the spread.” The effectiveness of vaccines in some

age groups from the third dose is now negative, since all age groups over 18 years are negative again. This means that the

vaccinated are more likely to become infected than the unvaccinated.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/uk-govt-data-suggests-the-vaccinated-are-mor..  (01/10/22) Great news reported in your link,

hopefully concrete results. He says:; “In a stunning 46-page legal `ling to the International Criminal Court on December 6, an

intrepid attorney and seven applicants accused Anthony Fauci, Peter Daszak, Melinda Gates, William Gates III, and twelve others

of numerous violations of the Nuremberg Code. These included various crimes against humanity and war crimes as de`ned by

the Rome Statutes, Articles 6, 7, 8, 15, 21, and 53.”
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Thanks astragale. Three countries in Europe have tightened Wuhan coronavirus restrictions amid the spread of the omicron

variant on the continent. It is quite obvious that the new measures are aimed at unvaccinated people

thenewamerican.com/european-countries-expand-covid-mandates  (05/01/2022) In France, the French National Assembly

approved a new bill on January 6 that modi`es the existing vaccine distribution in the country. In a 214-93 vote, French

lawmakers in the lower house approved the proposal titled "On strengthening the health crisis management tools and amending

the public health code." Basically the bill replaced the health passes currently in use in the country.

President Macron, whose plan was at the heart of the bill, said shortly before the vote that he was striving to make life dikcult

for the unvaccinated. In Italy, the Italian Council of Ministers ordered vaccination against COVID-19 for people aged 50 and over.

Those who continue to refuse the vaccine will face monthly `nes. The measure announced on January 5 will take effect on

February 15, 2022 and will last until at least June 15.

Italian workers were given the option to present a negative COVID-19 test before entering their workplaces. The Austrian

government announced on December 9 a new mandatory vaccination bill that seeks to penalize those who still refuse the

COVID-19 vaccine. Under this proposal, which will last until 2024, unvaccinated people will face monthly `nes unless they are

injected with the COVID-19 vaccine. Austrians who refuse COVID vaccines will face monthly `nes under the new law.
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In that article they are saying that it's about 50/50 ratio of hospitalized between unvaxed, and vaxed. However on 12/25 there

were 1565 total, and then on 1/8 there were 2887 hospitalized. So, 1322 covid cases were admitted during that two weeks, and

the fully vaxed number was 1014. They love to fudge the numbers.
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Great catch Gui, with so much unraveling Fraudci & friends need to gaslight, distraction or further confuse. With one tongue they

have been mouthing it is the virus killing them, comorbidities were to be ignored. Then with the other tongue it's not the Jab/s

killing people. Very likely the next step will be to claim it was the underlaying health conditions, not the Jab/s causing death's...

They keep doubling down, so should we...Keep up the pressure to reveal the whole truth, don't let them swipe it all under the

rug...Get out in front of their possible line of defense.
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Gui: I agree with you entirely. The evils will not stop on their quest for the New World Order, maybe change their strategy a bit.

Why would they stop? They have their “foot in the door” with the death dart and the mass psychosis on a roll....Scary *** coming

in the future I’m afraid because they have MONEY and POWER!
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Thanks fvtomasch, for the link, yes, there is always a trap for pharmaceutical corporations if they admit a natural product, right

away if they start designing the equivalent product but much more expensive. Dr. Mercola published a report titled “World

Health Council Reveals How to Detox from Vaccine Spike Protein,” where at least the World Health Council published guidance

that provides simple steps you can take to reduce toxic effects and detoxify from Spike protein such as Spike protein inhibitors

and neutralizers include pine needles, ivermectin, neem, N-acetylcysteine (NAC), and glutathione In addition, following the path

of Dr. Mercola, he provides us with the 10 essential elements to detoxify from Spike protein, including vitamin D, vitamin C,

nigella seed, quercetin, zinc, curcumin, milk thistle extract, NAC, ivermectin and magnesium.

worldcouncilforhealth.org/.../spike-protein-detox-guide  )11/30/2021)
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Dr. Pierre Kory, founder and president of the FLCCC, on CHD.TV's "Doctors and Scientists," revealed why pro`table and

successful therapies are being censored and asked why the CDC refuses to release critical data . described his frustration with

the crackdown on “good science” about repurposing low-cost drugs, like ivermectin, to treat COVID patients, the importance of

early treatment for COVID, and how Dr. Anthony Fauci and Big Pharma they suppressed information and science about

treatment options. He also criticized what he called "senseless" mass vaccination and censorship of ethical medical practices.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chd-tv-braian-hooker-pierre-kory-m..  (01/14/22)
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Thanks NEP. It is time for them to recognize that in all areas of the world where uptake of the Covid-19 coronavirus "vaccine" is

high, injuries and deaths are skyrocketing. In Singapore, for example, where 85 percent of the entire population, including

children, are now "fully vaccinated," the death toll is orders of magnitude higher than ever. The same is true in Iceland (76

percent fully vaccinated) and the Netherlands (70 percent fully vaccinated).

In Vermont, the most vaccinated state in the United States with 71 percent fully vaccinated (and about 88 percent partially

vaccinated), the death toll is similarly higher than ever, even during the "peak" of the pandemic. . The latest data from Vermont

shows that a whopping 76 percent of all Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) deaths are in the "fully vaccinated." The so-called

"breakthrough" cases, which we were told are "rare," actually account for the vast majority of Chinese virus deaths in the highly

"progressive" state, which is one of the most highly vaccinated in the nation. Of the 33 Vermonters who died after testing

"positive" for the Fauci wu in September, only eight of them were unvaccinated.

The other 25 accepted the blows in obedience to the government, which told them they would be "safe" if they did. According to

Department of Health spokesman Ben Truman, all of these fully vaccinated deaths occurred because jab recipients took their

injections early, meaning any "immunity" they might have received is long gone. The fact that the opposite is true shows that the

narrative has failed. The punches are clearly making people sick, and yet he is now giving reinforcements as the solution to the

problem of this "pandemic" vermontdailychronicle.com/2021/09/30/76-of-september-covid-19-deaths-a..

 www.naturalnews.com/2021-10-05-three-quarters-covid-deaths-vermont-ful..  alexberenson.substack.c  
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Yes, Siggysauer, they continue with the idea that they want to reduce the population. They only want experts for their purposes,

robots and computer media, arti`cial intelligence will be their sources of production. These sources will be the basis of a

technocracy that feeds on transhumanism. Capitalism is based on executive bailouts, media manipulation and arbitrary police

state intrusions.

It is increasingly based on technocracy, creating large monopolies where the workforce is automated. The new power bloc is

the fusion of big business, the wealthy professional classes, elite-trained technocrats, and mass-mobilizing media. Capitalism

and imperialism advance through the enzyme of the people, destroying local communities and economies, undermining local

trade and production, exploiting labor and repressing social solidarity. It is a future where technocrats serve the elite by

developing information systems, formulating images and messages, deceiving and manipulating the masses, and designing

their economic programs.

Political leaders meet with the business elite and warlords to set the political-economic agenda, deciding when to trust the

technocrats. Imperialism operates through the marriage of science and fanaticism and both are linked to capitalist domination

and exploitation. How can so much barbarity be solved, only if there are media that spread the truth of the purposes of these

villains eager for power, only if scientists and good thinkers mobilize people and change the course of a ship that only leads to
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villains eager for power, only if scientists and good thinkers mobilize people and change the course of a ship that only leads to

the kingdom of the privileged, those who cheat, those who control the world with their material wealth and their ethical and

spiritual absence. It is the growing empire of the Great Reset.

Let's hope it doesn't happen.
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Thanks Steve, your rewections are relevant. Much damage has been done to humanity, but the most terrible may be yet to come.

We already have information of a major crisis. The most recent Oxfam text highlights that every 26 hours a new billionaire

emerges in the world, while the ten richest men in the world accumulate six times more wealth than the 3,100 million people in

greatest poverty.

“Economic violence” is perpetrated when structural political decisions are made for the richest and most powerful people. This

causes direct harm to the poorest people, women and girls, and racialized majority groups. Inequality contributes to the death

of at least one person every four seconds One study, Worldwide Bayesian Causal Impact Analysis of Vaccine Administration on

Deaths and Cases Associated with COVID-19: A Big Data Analysis of 145 Countries, essentially found that vaccines are doing

the exact opposite of what everyone expected them to do. As the title indicates, this was not a small study; involved analyzing

data from 145 counties, and the conclusions are mind-boggling: Vaccines were associated with a 38 percent increase in the

number of covid cases per million in the US and a 31 percent increase in the number of deaths per million associated with

COVID-19.

And he is not the only one to come to this conclusion; many other studies have shown that the overall situation seems to get

worse, not better, with more vaccination. Overall, the study found that 89.94 percent of the 145 countries studied experienced

an increase in total deaths per million associated with Covid as a direct result of the causal impact of vaccines, while 86.78

percent of countries noted an increase in total cases per million of the virus as a direct result of the causal impact of vaccines.

stevekirsch.substack.com/.../new-big-data-study-of-145-countries  (01/09/2022)

vector-news.github.io/editorials/CausalAnalysisReport_html.html  (01/09/2022)
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Marc52
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The monsters cannot be let off the hook, no matter how they try to backtrack now. They are personally responsible for millions of

horrible, painful deaths, millions of grieving families, thousands of lost years, trillions of dollars in lost dreams, wealth, and destroyed

futures. When we get our country back, we need Nuremberg-style trials. These people need to be held accountable for their treason

against the people of the world...The punishment needs to be so severe, and so permanent, that no one will ever dare attempt anything

like this again.
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Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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Nuremburg allowed many of the guiltuy to be acquitted or absorbed by the USA - Nuremburg was a "show trial '
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I heartily agree. The psychopaths responsible for all this carnage and destruction need to face the ultimate penalty. God only

knows how many people will die and suffer horri`c injury and disability in the aftermath of the jabs and social and economic

destruction they have wrought.
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@Marc I do fear an 'amnesty' for those "only following orders..." ;-)
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ZHA.ZHA
Joined On 4/12/2020 5:39:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Nuremberg" like trials are usually a sham. They just give the appearance that something was done so the public can have a

sense that some "fairness" was done. As Stan so rightfully states that these are "show trials" and many got acquitted and sent

to the US and elsewhere. Also these types of "show trials" tend to publicly punish those who are getting out of control and

protect those who are culpable but can still be under their control· Deals are made to make sure these people stay in line· Also

if a true "Nuremberg" trial was to happen it can only happen with a victor bearing down on a defeated enemy· Sorry to say but

we are very far away from being the victors in this narrative to have any clout to conduct such a trial.
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Agree, agree, agree.  "Operation Paperclip"
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Marc52, "The punishment needs to be so severe, and so permanent, that no one will ever dare attempt anything like this again." I

propose the Vlad Tepes style of punishment, except solely against Statists: acre after acre of `elds covered with their writhing,

impaled bodies. Leave them on the stakes to rot, as a warning to other sociopaths and psychopaths, and for birds of prey to

feast upon.  That, and televised public executions by means of being blown apart by cannon.
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Marc52 Stanley Recently I came across a movie made featuring the primary individual responsible for the Nuremberg trials, and

his view was that it would have been impossible to bring everyone to trial. The movie showed examples, `lmed at the time, of all

the people killing thousands in Ukraine. What that showed was the depth of the problem, very few soldiers refused to do the

killings; that they were, (as we see again today), totally immersed in the story, that those they were killing were non human,

(because all the PR was telling them so) . .

. exactly the same today. For example, this very morning, the BBC news was all about the unvaccinated causing the problems,

that the majority in hospital were all unvaccinated. So the people believe that to be true; exactly the same with the NAZI

soldiers.

So all they could do at the Nuremberg trials was prioritise the primary criminals that had set it all into motion. As for those

taken into the US immediately after the war ended, they were taken before the idea of a trial was even contemplated; they took

them because they wanted access to their technology. By the time of the trial, none so taken were even on a list. No, not good,

but a simple explanation...Have put this up now and will come back later when I have found the details of that movie.
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Marc52 Everyone Now I have the movie; it was; Radical Evil and featured the Nuremberg Chief Prosecutor, Benjamin Ferencz. In

it they have taken the interviews of the soldiers who, during the Russian campaign, went out every day and killed millions of

Jews. What they did is dramatise those interviews to show the mentality of the killers. www.imdb.com/.../tt3358086  

www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/`lms/features/radical-evil-t..  Me, I downloaded it from PBS America, but it seems

it is going to be dikcult to get hold of otherwise; for now obvious reasons.

It shows exactly the same mentality as we unvaccinated are seeing today, and shows how ordinary people can be manipulated

into doing dreadful things. And why the Nuremberg trials only tried those right at the top of what one might describe as the

COVID food chain. It is a brilliant movie, very thought provoking.
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Not just the US, Stanley, though our people have suffered for those brought here & what was done to other nations behind our

backs through them & their corporatist pals. The ratlines disseminated them throughout RCC dominated nations in South &

Central America. Argentina. Brazil.
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interesting predictive appraisal Dr Mercola - two years of catastrophic subversion of our planetary stability can be ended by a wave of

the proverbial hand IMMEDIATELY - can Biden really undo the damage by manipulating the erroneous data by sleight of hand?? - will

the public take this in their stride and accept the fallout and the reality of their being "played" without even blinking an eye ?? - can the

Zombie mindlessness access this turnabout and go back into the "old normal" just like that ?? - is "sleepy Joe" the contemporary

Moses ??

- will Joe be able to instantly change the course of history ?? - will Joe lead us to the Promised Land ?? - will the Walking Dead

suddenly `nd LIFE again ?? - a date has been stated and the unfolding of a miracle predicted - the "NEW NORMAL" will once again

become the "OLD NORMAL" again - this magician will undo all the damage and everybody will resume their `xed positions in front of

the TV - Heaven on Earth will replace Hell on Earth - the renaissance has begun - I give this fable six Pinnochios
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Excellent observations, Stanley Becker. We have a truckers' strike going on in Canada and I'm waiting for my lessons to speak

with an Australian accent. Is the next step to starve us during January-February - historically brutal weather in Ottawa, Canada?

 A friend of mine sent me the following, wondering if the fox is watching the hen house?

"As a judicial institution, the ICC (International Criminal Court), does not have its own police force nor enforcement body; thus, it

relies on cooperation with countries worldwide for support, particularly for making arrests, transferring arrested persons to the

ICC detention center in The Hague, freezing suspects’ assets, and enforcing sentences."

www.sott.net/article/462311-Whistleblower-activists-`le-complaint-wit..  
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Yes, Stan deceptions and lies that are now facing the political and strategic interests of a reality. Omicron may represent a

turning point. It was insisted that the COVID-19 vaccine stops the virus in its tracks and prevents further transmission. "Now we

know that vaccines work well enough that the virus stops with each person vaccinated," Maddow said on his show on the night

of March 29, 2021.

All these lies about vaccines "are now relevant as he said journalist Clay Travis. "If you're wondering why many are skeptical of

the Covid 'vaccine', it's because they remember what they were told about the ekcacy of the vaccine. Everything Rachel

Maddow says here is false." www.foxnews.com/media/social-media-users-demand-apology-msnbc-rachel-m..  "Experts" and

"authorities" are `nally acknowledging that "Covid deaths" and "hospitalizations" statistics are arti`cially inwated and totally

unreliable, and open minds are seeing that "vaccines" have killed far more people than COVID itself, whose general mortality

rate from infection is approximately 0.1% to 0.5% because people with previous pathologies promoted by institutions in

coexistence with corrupt corporations are counted. twitter.com/.../1480864461057572864  Although the okcial narrative is

`nally unraveling and the covid cult is starting to wane, but that does not mean that the globalist elites and their stooges in

government are not going to cancel the entire “New Normal” action program that paves the way for tyranny and slavery, pretend

that the last two years never happened and retreat in their quest for power and dominance.
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thank you Retsbew - yes, the winter beckons in the Northern HHemisphere - strikes intesify the ongoing destabilization - more

misery and more chaos - the task ahead is to bear the pain and come out stronger  Gui - the Rockefellers have been developing

there Eugenics based strategy for decades - they are on autopilot - they believe that compared to Mankind they are gods -will

Zombie Culture ever stand up and demand propitiation ??
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Did everyone who watched Planet Lockdown's movie release feel a similar unease as I did?  After watching nearly every full

interview over the past year, my realization of ongoing agency, in this case NGO, "capture" was the description from Dr Astrid

Stucklemeyer (sp?) describing how her work teaching health response policies, tailored country by country, was slowly

impacted. Her contract work for the WHO was shifting as the agency was changing from being a health organization to a

vaccine proponent, essentially pushing vaccines on developing nations. Worse, someone else had mentioned that the World

Bank, lending money to these same countries, is demanding something like 80% of their populations vaccinated before the

WORLD BANK would release funds.

Apparently these tidbits were too hot to handle, and were cut from the released `lm. Regardless, this `nancial push to

vaccinate, instead of providing clean water, sewage facilities and food, along with the headquarters of Gavi and CEPI being

granted immunity in Geneva, gives a glimpse into the medical tyranny being foisted on the world, and an uneasy future may be

ahead unless the perpetrators get outted. As long as this Gates Foundation, shot in every arm 10-year program is allowed to

continue, humans worldwide are being served-up to bankers and their high ROI (20:1) Pharma investments on a platter. May as

well be cattle heading into a chute.
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hi rose - in an updated version of D ick Turpin's famous demand " your money OR your life" we now have the modern version that

all the politicians have subscribed to - this heist is now " your money AND your life" - what drives this alliance of fraudsters and

venal crooks ?? - the OBVIOUS reason is "money in their pockets - clearly some sort of quota system is scaled to their coercive

success in enforcing compliance - Australia/ Israel/ Canada/ Germany / Austria have taken the brutal mandastory abuse of their

citizens - they couldn't care less about the misery that they are enforcing - these politicians are War Criminals that must

eventually allow their citizens the catharsis of the Mussolini event - hung upside down in public as a warning to future

Mussolinis - the cameras must broadcast this event so that Zombie Culture can experience relief from ABUSE
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Hi Stan, Your countries' top pols may have been trained at WEF's "`nishing school" into prepping for the Great Reset. This would

explain why those particular countries reacted so severely to "a bad cold". What if it doesn't play out the way they were told or

have been expecting? Suspect they may be hiding sovereign state weakness or even insolvency, who knows?
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rose - only a 20% uptake - the people distrust the government - except the bourgeoisie that want to be seen as obedient and in

solidarity with their overseas counterparts - the police don't want to interfere - they'll have to train them harder at the W EF - we

are trying to o�oad our surplus vials to sucker neighbors
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Hi rrealrose - yes indeed! That same scenario has been playing out for years, using various "incentives" to coerce, a common

one being the requirement that in order to receive `nancial assistance, said developing nation must agree to buy GMO seed and

the requisite glyphosate and chemical fertilizers that go with it. Once they go down the GMO path, self sukciency is lost as they

are no longer able to grow, save and plant viable seed, becoming slaves to the sterile patented product they've been forced to

embrace. Some years ago there was a local talk show my husband liked to watch , with 2 bobbleheads on the mics. Can't recall

the exact topic, but I called in with this same info about how the use of GMO slave system of sterile seed and the designer

chemicals that go with it means losing the ability to save seed for next year's crop - as has been practiced since agriculture `rst

became a thing.

To which one bobblehead (who claimed some sort of family farm life growing up) replied, I thought seeds came from the seed

store. THAT'S the ever worsening level of disconnect most people are at regarding real world situaions: seeds come from the

seed store, food comes from the grocery store, health comes from the dr and the drug store. And now, salvation comes from a

jab. I read once that many children, having never seen a chicken before, believe that chickens have 8 legs because that's how

many drumsticks come in a bucket of kfc.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM
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Thank you for your deep thoughts and comments.
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Sminkly
Joined On 5/5/2020 4:41:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hope there will be some top lawyers who make a fortune of the ones who lied to the world and destroyed a great deal of the

economy.Also are.responsible for many death.Never ever in history have we on an Virus had such a great CIRCUS.   Thank you Dr.

Mercola and your excellent team to guide us through wonderfully of that MAD HOUSE.
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ElizabethCecil
Joined On 5/11/2019 5:21:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes!! There are several who have gathered evidence and will be prosecuting nations for this crime against humanity. Hence the

sea change. One noted lawyer is Reiner Fullmich. Also, India has announced the death sentence on Fauci· Finally justice will be

served on these demons.
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Sue12Cross
Joined On 10/31/2009 3:22:30 AM
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The court cases and criminal investigations for genocide, treason, blackmail, manslaughter.... planned since the start are now coming

in thick and fast, all around the World, what do you think they are going to do.... try and weasel out. However hoist by their own petard,

the internet holds all the evidence of who said what they said/did and when. People are now questioning everything from history to the

foundation of modern medicine, to the roots of banking, to human trakcking, to academic funding, to in vitrio v in silico

experimentation, to PPE aquisition, to government Covid grants, to Partygate, to Epstein, to the root and funding for wars, revolutions,

false wags, who set up the present education system, what is currency...etc...etc We live in interesting times and for once we are at a

pivotal point to create a much better World than the morally bankrupt yet physically beautiful one we have been living in for millennia.
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don3724
Joined On 11/26/2020 7:10:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’ve always wondered why no attorney has tried to `ght mandates criminally- what employers and governments propose with

forced vaccination and job status is coercion, threats, assault, blackmail etc
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Sue12Cross
Joined On 10/31/2009 3:22:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don, the main impetus from the start was coming out of Berlin, through Dr Reiner Fuellmich's and Viviane Fischer's group the

Corona Committee. Although Dr Fuellmich is famous as a US/German lawyer for going up against big corporation fraud and

winning - a lot of the `rst testimonies were in German. Never before have I so regretted not applying myself to German studies

in school. Most of the English versions were immediately banned but I did manage to download many, this was back in 2020.

Then with their own website and Oval Media, (before its English version got banned) and the rise of more video platforms and

so many of the expert witnesses being English speakers, things got easier in 2021. We've been following this from the start, so

have known what the pushback was, know who the independent experts are and the legal teams. Our great positive take from

this, is how much has been shared and freely by these people. Also the expert witness videos before they were later chopped

and translated into many languages were 4 hour sessions, average YT viewer has less concentration than a gold`sh apparently

- 10 seconds.

So the `rst cases were brought quite early on but if I give you the example of Weimar, the judge amazingly heard the expert

witnesses (mask mandates for children) and the plaintiff won. That was a landmark case, although small it was a victory for

those kids to go to school maskless. Then the police were sent to investigate the judge. The Committee provided him with a

lawyer and he was freed but you see how things go.

Check this out for what happened to Dr Sam White when he started to question the narrative, it has the makings of a Victorian

Gothic novel - down to the threat of the mental asylum:

brandnewtube.com/watch/dr-sam-white-interview-doctors-are-being-suppre..  he and an ex PC Mark Sexton have just after

many months trying, forced a huge Criminal Investigation in England
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kkmama
Joined On 9/5/2021 7:46:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don - like with most things, timing is everything. A strong enough counter at the onset of bs can often divert it. But once in its

grip, the narrative must be broken apart bit by bit. Judges are people.

Attorneys are people. And once people have bought into any part of a narrative, they must be disengaged from it carefully. How

many judges and attorneys have bought into the narrative? Hopefully not that many.

And should the ones who haven't announce that early on and risk being shut down before they can do good? The narrative is

beginning to crumble, revealng the many holes that have been covered over and held together with cattle dung. And once one lie

is exposed and more people become aware of it, then that opening can be continuously widened, letting in the light that then

exposes the rest. All good lies begin with a grain of truth around which a false narrative is then built.

And that is how indoctrination is countered - not with a full frontal assault, but with small revelations of truth that, when enough

have been revealed, then expose the core of truth inside the false narrative. Many must be taken by the hand and gently led to

this truth. Otherwise its too much for them to process. Many readers here have experienced varying levels of anxiety and upset

over this - and that's from knowing the truth.

Imagine being lost in the dark, believing that's how it is, and then having a bright light shone in your eyes. Its blinding, and

terrifying. PTSD is rampant. People can just shut down, disconnect from the world.

We need more connected people, not more disconnected people. Enough evidence has been amassed that the jabs are

seriously bad so its no longer just a bunch of "nutters" predicting the end of the world. Appropriate court cases `led by astute

attorneys - who have hopefully been putting them together in anticipation of this weakening of the narrative - can now begin the

process of ending this narrative. Timing is everything.
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Sue - 10 seconds... Isn't that about how long tik tok videos are?

😹
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

* "a lot of reality has been breaking through lately,” Childers writes." * Yeah, Doc is being proven right - again! Will there be corrections?

Apologies to Doc & all? Will Doc be compensated for all the losses he has suffered? Will the BS Dirty Dozen be dropped?

For that matter will all our families, friends & neighbors be compensated for all & who they have lost? Will the many Mass Formation

Psychosis be dropped? Or will they try to fan the wames of Divide & Conquer, as if so-called Reds & Blues have separate health

concerns, money problems, or family concerns? Just released today Fraudci made $2.1 million on the pandemic, will he face

retribution for his actions not just for this Covid farce, but the many trial run pandemics never to have happened, done for decades.

For how he has crippled real science & research in the system? How about how he & Collins, (?,) have smeared Dr Judy, Doctor Malone,

the Great Barrington Dr's, along with so many more? What about the Tech Dictators & their Ministry of what they call Truth? What

about the bought & owned Legacy Media?

The Mass Formation Psychosis lie already in place claiming the nation is divided, on the verge of Civil War is what has led the States

to this Unreality and originally was fertile ground for Schwab/Gates/Fauci to plant their poison in. Not sure what they hang their hat on

globally. Too bad for them they chose the wrong microbe, the one they most likely made, no matter how it got out in wild. This led to

Fauci who has stayed hidden in the weeds & shadows to be seen in the public glare to long, too much.

Because he has played his hand so many times in the past & gotten away with it, he most likely is lost as to why this shiny thing hasn't

gone away. Posted a day to soon. Doc is Proven Right Again! Drop the Mic!!!!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very interesting rewections, JUST. We have two open fronts who are keeping their eyes wide open and seeing a growing reality

that “vaccines” don't work, and pushing for widespread censorship of views that contradict the dominant narrative of COVID-19,

the okcial narrative leading to the Great Reset. “What we are experiencing is a coordinated media war like we have never seen

before,” Malone told Rogan, adding that it is not solely “Big Tech” corporations that are responsible for freezing free speech on

COVID-19 and the experimental . drugs launched to treat it, "is horizontal integration across all major industries now under the

control of common funds," Malone said.

"The harmonization of technological censorship, the interests of 'Pharma', 'Big Media', etc., and governments".

www.lifesitenews.com/news/whats-happening-in-not-right-dr-robert-malon..  (01/05 /22) Dr. Robert Malone, whose honesty in

exposing the harmful forms of P`zer and Moderna's experimental vaccines led to censorship on Twitter, YouTube and

Facebook, said the public is waging an information war with the mainstream media, that fails to assess the truth and enforces

the narrative of Big Tech and Big Pharma. A "Great Awakening" is likely to occur this year as people galvanize against the

ongoing manipulation of the mainstream media in promoting the "Great Reset" advocated by the World Economic Forum (WEF).

He also said that if humanity recognizes its interconnectedness and the importance of community, integrity and human dignity

during this time in history, we will have a "Great Awakening." ' in response to the 'Great Reset'.”

www.lifesitenews.com/news/mrna-pioneer-dr-robert-malone-warns-of-full-..  (10/01/2020 )
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The reality continues, President Joe Biden urged states and businesses to go ahead and implement a vaccination requirement

even after the high court ruled 6-3 against the Occupational Safety and Health Administration mandate that would have required

that companies with 100 or more workers require staff to receive the vaccine or undergo weekly negative tests, in addition to

being forced to wear masks at work. thehill.com/homenews/administration/589657-biden-calls-on-employers-to..  
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes and clearly the vaccine damage will sadly continue amongst friends and families for several years, whatever else happens.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BREAKING NEWS here in the UK: Don't know whether the lawsuits are beginning to worry the perpetrators of this appalling agenda, but

the door to freedom has been opened just a little: twitter.com/.../1483816650394669056  
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

fantastic news Newlands - I suppose this event justi`es Dr Mercola's article that the pandemic will be ending in the USA as well

- - this post must be voted to the TOP COMMENT OF THE DAY! ! - thank you Newlands
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, scroll down a bit and you arrive at Laura Ingraham's comments and this:

unherd.com/thepost/israeli-vaccine-chief-we-have-made-mistakes/?=frpo  
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks NW, it seems that something is changing for the better. Onicron can be a great help. The prime minister also said the

government intended to end the legal requirement of self-isolation for people who have tested positive for covid, and replace it

with advice and guidance. Citing the latest study of infections by the Okce for National Statistics, Johnson said his data

showed infection levels were falling in England.

Restrictions including COVID-19 passes, mask mandates and work-from-home guidance will be lifted in England, UK Prime

Minister Boris Johnson announced on Wednesday. The COVID pass mandate for nightclubs and large events will not be

renewed when it expires on January 26. And from Thursday, the wearing of masks indoors will no longer be compulsory

anywhere in England. The requirement for high school pupils to wear masks during class and in common areas will also be

removed from the Department of Education's national guidance.

He also said that hospital admissions had leveled off and that scientists believed "it is likely that the Omicron wave has now

peaked nationally."   www.theepochtimes.com/england-ends-all-covid-passports-mask-mandates-w..  
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chk2000
Joined On 4/1/2016 2:46:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow, hopefully this sticks and spreads. Yet here in Boston, as of MLK weekend rational non-compliers are excluded from

bars/restaurants, museums, entertainment venues, health clubs, etc. The new mayor blames any rationale, free thinking people

as being victims of misinformation and fear-mongering when it seems to me the exact opposite is true. Even innocent 5 year

olds will have to show proof of experimental injections by May 2022...What a sick world.
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Thanks Stan. It is good news but I remain very wary,. They still want health workers jabbed which is beyond insane. I would

much prefer an honest man as prime minister - someone like Florida Governor Ron DeSantis:

twitter.com/.../1480940639290376194  Thanks rrealrose for your comment and supplying the Unherd link.

Thanks Gui: I still wonder what is at the back of this sudden change. Is it because they were digging such a big hole for

themselves that they wouldn't be able to climb out without being covered in globalist mud?. Is there a chance that the hidden

P`zer contracts with the Governments are going to be exposed?  They have played the "carrot and stick" routine for so long that

many people I know are bewildered and uneasy, and on tenterhooks about what will happen next.

Let's hope it is the proverbial silver lining behind the covid cloud. P.S. An interesting take on this breaking news and change of

direction from Jordan Schachtel: dossier.substack.com/p/after-two-years-of-sunk-costs-from?token=eyJ1c2..  
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NW, more examples of a "limited Hangout". Seems very coordinated to see an international simultaneous limited hangout

response to telling bits of truth while attempting to keep the whole truth or what is coming next hidden. More pushback will

bring more positive results for we the people. thefederalist.com/2022/01/11/the-people-who-brutalized-children-to-gra..  
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elliecats
Joined On 12/2/2015 9:28:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So I heard about Pavlov and tried to duplicate his experiment with my cat (this happened 25-30 years ago.) Set off an alarm clock, fed

cat. Second night, same thing. By the third night, the cat came when she heard the alarm. I stopped the experiment because I didn't

think it was fair to manipulate her.

But roughly 7-8 months later, for some reason the alarm went off.... could have set it for cooking, I can't remember. The cat came

running. I had to pause because I could not understand, but then remembered. The cat actually had a longer memory than me!  The

point here is that the sheep of this nation and world have been conditioned just like Pavlov's dogs and my cat.

They will NEVER let go of this fear and panic. They are too deeply entranced and programmed with it. Even if the media stops fear

mongering (they won't), even if the CDC and Nazi Fauci roll, even if every doctor and pharmacist say it's over (they won't), these people

are brainwashed, conditioned and programmed. They will pick up where the people who programmed them left off - that's what

happens to most abuse survivors.

They can't let it go at this point - it is their entire life and their "new normal". And - if they did let it go, their world would come crashing

down and would have to admit that they were wrong and have been lied to. It's easier to cling to fantasies than admit you're wrong.
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bluemoore4
Joined On 9/16/2010 7:38:12 PM
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You hit the nail on the head with this!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe it is only 20% of the population that will be forever programmed and controlled.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/19/2022 2:33:32 PM
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splashingwater
Joined On 2/7/2014 1:44:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's time for a total reset. End for-pro`t hospitals. Dismantle Big Pharma. Return to natural medicine Promote healthy lifestyle living.
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treemcg7
Joined On 5/13/2021 8:46:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Be careful about wanting to end for-pro`t hospitals. This would probably result in government takeover of the whole system and

government control is far worse than pro`t.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

splashingwater, You mindlessly bray, "End for-pro`t hospitals".   Your understanding of pro`t is completely wawed if you think

that it is something evil. Clearly, you have never owned and operated a business, and are defectively educated in economics. In

essence, and properly understood, pro`t is a monetary expression of business owners' success at satisfying customers'

expectations of producing and providing goods and services that they value, such that they are freely willing to exchange a

value--their dollars--for those values.

Pro`t makes possible the existence all of the goods and services that you and your fellow blithely and willfully ignorant

consumers obviously take for granted.   Or are you opposed to for-pro`t hospitals because you "think" that healthcare is a

"right" ?  That's even worse, for if that is your position, you are fundamentally advocating that medical care professionals be

perceived and treated as slaves by government operators and their patients, for medical care, like any other good or service,

does not create and provide itself. It doesn't grow in nature... Human beings must exert their own individual mental and physical

effort to create and provide it.

By claiming that you have a "right" to medical care, or anything else that one must depend upon other people to produce and

provide, you are claiming a "right" to enslave others, or have government operators treat others as slaves for your (and their)

bene`t by threatening and physically forcing them to produce and provide.  Slavery violates every one of a human being's

legitimate individual rights. Therefore, there is no such thing--in logic, or in a free and civilized society, or by any objective

(factually-based) standard of ethics or morality--as a "right" to enslave, a "right" to violate rights.  Therefore, there is no

legitimate "right" to ANY product or service, be it food, clothing, housing, education, medical care, or anything else.
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le_berger_des_photons
Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Now shouldn't people who forced and coerced people to take experimental vaccines be obliged to sell everything they own to fund

compensation for the damaged people? Shouldn't they be made to expose who was inwuencing them to be able to spend the rest of

their lives in prison rather than to be hung or given ironically a lethal injection? I wonder if they would rather be executed than live in

the anguish of when the central bankers will get them and torture them for breaking the "omerta".
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Longplay
Joined On 3/4/2021 6:50:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I enjoy Jeff Childers' work and saw his March 1 prediction when he `rst made it. However, if Biden intends to "declare victory", it will be

a holliw one if he does not also drop all COVID restrictions. Even as they pull back on the narrative, they are doubling down on the

injection mandates and a new mandate on truckers is set to begin next week. Will these be withdrawn?I'd be shocked were that the

case, but if it does happen, it must not be thought of by us as a victory against the left's tyranny· Stay vigilant· Keep `ghting· They

are not done with their war.
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Hercster
Joined On 1/6/2021 8:14:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The primary purpose of the vaccines and boosters is to make money" Of course it isn't. The money keeps the useful idiots on board.

The covid was about globalism. Still is, and globalism isn't over Read Covid 19 The Great Reset Written by Charles schwab.
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/19/2022 5:31:28 AM
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Hercster, No, their primary purpose behind government operators pushing them, their goal, is not money. That is a secondary

consequence.  Their goal is to rule everyone, to enslave them.   They are relying on your consent to rule and enslave you...Deny

them your consent, and they will fall--on their own, or with your armed assistance.
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rplende
Joined On 2/1/2021 4:00:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Also Gates said the other day that Covid will probably just like a Cold or Flu after the Pandemic. However here in Australia our

politicians are in full blown lunatic mode. Totaly Commie Fruitcakes.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rplende, It appears that Australia's government operators have deliberately caused the country to make a full about-face by

returing it to its original status as a penal colony.  And in their cowardice, so many Australians are consenting to being treated

as prisoners.
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rplende, what are you talking about? Rules are being relaxed in most states and the borders are opening up.  Commie

fruitcakes? I thought it was the left which is generally referred to as Commie! We have a right wing Prime Minister.
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lobos
Joined On 6/19/2006 7:59:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a ploy the dems are using this election year. They are going to say everything they think we want to hear. Soros and central

bank `at money will wow to the Dem candidates. Once they get in, they will come down on us twice as hard as happened in NY and

CA· Don't buy into a word of it· The WEF's Great Reset goal has not changed and they are meeting in Davos as we speak· 1st Day

WEF meeting in Davos· Keep up· They're planning our future unless we stop them· Intro speaker........China’s CCP Xi· He was

paraded out like a hero· And u can see where they’re going· Start 13 mins in· The beginning is an intro into what the WEF is· Most

already know https://youtu.be/HR56MkfrUIM  
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’ll believe it’s over when all of the 5 “eyes” nations are collectively walking it back and not a moment sooner. This isn’t just American

politics. This is a globalist agenda and the key players do not intend to lose. I really hope I am wrong· Supposing it’ll be over soon, it

will still take quite awhile to `lter through to the third world· I’ve got family in the Philippines who must be vaccinated in order to leave

their homes· It’s bleak in some places· Aside from the rest of the world, those in America will take much time to snap out of their

psychoses...In the meanwhile, division will continue...Sad.
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sco3869
Joined On 3/2/2017 8:01:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are at the end of the two year emergency use authorization.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, we are watching them scramble for a new position, as extending the authorization will dampen if not kill hopes for a more

robust economic recovery...and "they" know it. However, outside the US, recovery may not be quick or easy. Money was printed

to pay for this response, how to repay and at what cost?
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rbu88793
Joined On 6/26/2021 8:44:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nothing is going to be `nished until their agenda is completed. Regardless of their reason for making a u turn, we should know that

this too has been carefully planned and instead of saying, “I told you so…” we should be anticipating and preparing for their next

move…this type of warfare doesn’t just stop…
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lobos
Joined On 6/19/2006 7:59:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

110%!!!!! And the tecnocrats will replace those sacked with ppl twice as toxic and inhumane. Look at NY. Their new gov is worse

than Cuomo, if that's possible.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As a senior citizen, I do not want all this govt attention focused on me. I may be in a high risk group, but I am an individual, not a

statistic. All this attention is making me feel like a fruit wy in Californis--the focus of being wiped out.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

........."For example, in a January 10, 2022, CNN interview, CDC director Dr. Rochelle Walensky actually admitted that “what [the COVID

shots] can’t do anymore is prevent transmission,”1 whereas before, the narrative was that if you get the jab, you have nothing to worry

about anymore. In July 2021, President Biden promised that if you get vaccinated, “you’re not going to get COVID.”" The key sentence

there was that Biden promised that if you get vaccinated, “you’re not going to get COVID.” The [collapse][collapse][collapse]original

message from the CDC and Fauci was that these shots do NOT prevent infection or transmission. They said these shots were meant to

reduce hospitalization and severity of illness. Fauci even insisted that you still needed to wear a mask and social distance.

There was the problem. How do you convince the public to take an experimental shot that may or may not keep you out of the hospital,

comes with risks of its own, and you still have to wear a mask and social distance. That's like trying to sell a car at market value and

then telling the potential buyers that the rods are knocking in the engine. So the BIDEN ADMINISTRATION took it upon themselves to

lie to the public and tell everyone that if they get the jab they don't have to wear a mask and you're not going to catch Covid-19.

Lame Stream Media took the ball and ran with that one! That's all we have heard since about June/July 2021 "Just Get The Vaccine"!!!

However, the CDC's website was always consistent in telling you that these jabs don't prevent infection or disease. Now they are most

likely causing ADE. With the infection rates as high as they are now it has to be ADE. Also, in my small world, only the vaccinated are

catch Omicron None of the unvaccinated people I know have caught it...That's what happens with ADE.

The virus mutates to a weaker state and it adapts to the vaccines...Only vaccinated people catch it That's why they are rushing to

develop an Omicron speci`c jab by March

[/collapse]
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, jamNjim, contradictions and deception to continue this false pandemic. The hypocrisy and deception will continue for

people who do not see the reality of true science. Many people who were "fully vaccinated" against the Wuhan coronavirus have

now been found to be dead, but CDC Director Rochelle Walensky blames "comorbidities" rather than the needle sticks

themselves. Rochelle Walensky is the new Tony Fauci at the service of globalist globalist elites who continue to promote

plandemic lies In an interview with "Good Morning America," the spokesperson for the Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention insisted that 75 percent of full vaccination deaths occur in people with at least four comorbidities, which she says

are the real culprits.

This is a huge contradiction because it was not allowed to say that most "covid" deaths were in people who were obese, for

example, or had other serious health conditions, the government insisted that all of these deaths were "covid." The government

is changing the discourse. Walensky wants us all to believe that vaccines are perfectly safe for everyone, and that anyone who

dies will not be from vaccines. www.theepochtimes.com/walenskys-comments-on-comorbidities-among-covid-..  (01/13/22)

This adds to the fraud of PCR tests. Rochelle Walensky told ABC News in a recent interview that "new science" shows that PCR

tests don't work and are no longer used by the government.

Now, a year and a half after the rest of the world discovered that PCR tests are fraudulent. Recently updated CDC guidelines do

not require testing at the end of isolation because PCR tests can remain positive for up to 12 weeks. However, companies and

government agencies continue to say weekly jab or test. When will they tell the truth about the masks and the reinforcements of

the "vaccines"..Omiicron paves the way for a new reality twitter.com/.../1476236664741769218  
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John21601
Joined On 5/6/2021 2:06:33 PM
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So when do the crimes against humanity trials start? Hey, lawyers, earn your reputations. There's BIG money to be made! Big Pharma

is ripe for the plucking.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Coercion is not consent. Without full disclosure, there can be no informed consent. How many people signed away their rights

to get jabbed? Whatever they signed is essentially a contract· Under contract law, it is illegal to coerce a signature· I think
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everyone who got jabbed has grounds for litigation· -Esp· those who were threatened with job loss if they did not comply·
They could sue an employer--especially once this vaxine is found to be a hoax· The potential for lawsuits is massive· We

should also see litigation over HIPPA and medical privacy.
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't worry, Democrats, we will not forget to ridicule you out of okce ASAP. And a lot of useless Republicans too. Speaking of useless,

Kavanaugh and Roberts can go pound salt with Sotomayor and Breyer. The litigating from the bench on both sides was pathetic Alito

thinks we're "possibly foolish" for rejecting the toxic clot jab, C- Barrett was decent, I'll give her a B+  Gorsuch, no mask, A-.
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"One simple way to cut down cases is to limit testing, and that’s another U-turn we’re now seeing" I guess you have all

conveniently forgotten that Trump wanted to stop testing because it showed too many cases!
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM
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Am I now correct to believe that the increased death rate for the already vaccinated is not going to suddenly stop? In which case, what

we are witnessing is the realisation that the individuals who have relentlessly driven the narrative to force billions of people world wide

to all get repeat vaccinations...are now facing being seen as being incriminated in crimes against humanity? That their sudden about

turn will allow them to escape from the inevitable court cases now about to start? Which brings me back to the beginning; the death

rates are not going to decrease...indeed, they very well may continue to increase.

The one statistic they cannot avoid, is the increased death rate. It has long been my view that the International Criminal Court in the

Hague is deeply wawed by their remit, the underlying rule structure for the founding of the court; allows political interference in the due

process. That the United Nations can prevent embarrassing cases coming to justice. Is it at all possible that, suddenly, the ICC has

made the decision to act against such interference That suddenly, politics sees the possibility that they are about to be regarded as

suspects in crimes against humanity...Is it at all possible that, at last, the rule of the law will prevail...Which it must if our once vibrant

civilization is to be re-built, and once again, prosper.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yes Chris - THE DEATH RATE WILL CONTINUE TO RISE!! - you have heard of "collateral damage" - here you have Mass Collateral

Damage caused by demi gods who wield power through `nancial leverage - for example Snake Gates and his ally Dr Falsey
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stan, I would lay it out in a more inclusive manner. I would say the Rothschild banking empire and the Rockefellers through

`nancial leverage by their minions, Bill Gates and Tony Fauci.
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Joined On 11/5/2010 5:38:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I thought we had 48 hours I want to say I am not against the idea of virus, I just want to know the truth. Dr Mercola you said   “ The

virus has actually been photomicrographed,1”  COVID-19 Virus Under the Microscope | Microscope World Blog

www.microscopeworld.com/p-4317-covid-19-under-the-microscope.aspx  To say that the virus has been photomicrographed, means

nothing more than that something has been seen under an electron microscope, but not just with the naked eye but now a picture has

been taken of what the eye has seen. We need to know the difference between the a virus and an exosome. Dr Mercola just a couple of

days ago you posted a story that the PCR test was a tragic waste.

Now all your references and Steve Kirsh’s references (I went through all of his references) are based on the PCR technology. Isn’t this

inconsistent. I know you will say that the PCR test is not good for testing if someone is infected but it can be used to identify a virus.

How do you answer this...I see when trying to identify a virus not for infection but for composition and sequencing the test is valid.

First , all the tests that are run are RT_PCR as PCR cannot multiple rnma so it has to be changed into DNA before replication . A critical

question here is there no cycles. So you get an immediate identi`cation not of the a strip of mrna not the whole virus...If cycles are

involved then the accuracy if ever valid with one cycle certainly becomes suspect with every additional cycle...And then to use a

combination of chemistry and computer software to identify the rest of the genome is really sloppy science.
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Thanks for the information wwooten. The process to detect the vatiantes of the Covid-19, according to the clinical

microbiologist of the San Carlos Clinical Hospital (Madrid, Spain), Fernando González Romo. When a virus such as SARS-CoV-2

undergoes a mutation, it changes its genomic material, altering the sequence of the components of the genome. In this sense, a

change in the genome sequence between one coronavirus and another, producing one or more mutations, is known as a

"variant".

However, reference to the term "strain" should be made when one of these variants produces a signi`cant change that gives it a

modi`cation within its biological cycle, within its life cycle, which can make the virus more aggressive, more virulent or

resistant, among other qualities. . The virus sequencing technique is determined from the sample taken in the diagnostic test.

This process is not carried out at the healthcare level because "it wastes time and resources and has no value," explained

González Romo.

On the contrary, in the epidemiological `eld it is important, as in the scienti`c `eld, to control the spread of the disease. Should

the genomic material of all positive patients be sequenced? The answer, consistent with the above, is negative. Samples are

taken and the sequencing process is carried out in the face of a certain increase in positive cases of coronavirus.

This measure is determined by the health authorities and public administrations of each country. This sampling can also be

started when the symptoms presented by a patient are different from those observed so far. Speci`cally, González Romo has

indicated that the United Kingdom sequences more viruses than in Spain.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

"Sometimes it changes a nucleotide and does not affect the protein, and other times it can modify an important protein," said

González Romo, who points out that the majority of mutations that occur are "a failure." For the expert, one of the "good news"

since the start of the pandemic was knowing that SARS-CoV-2, being an RNA virus, is not a virus that changes too much.

Mutations arise as a natural byproduct of reproduction. RNA viruses tend to be more mutational, however coronaviruses mutate

less than most RNA viruses. "He makes a little less mistakes and corrects errors a little more, it could have been worse," he

stressed.

To study the variants detected in the sampling processes, there is a classi`cation at the clinical level that allows organizing the

information related to the virus: phylogenetic trees. It is a diagram that represents the relationships between the organisms that

are studied, acting, according to González Romo, as a “mental map”. Phylogenetic trees start from a primordial one, an original

lineage from which the others develop. Mutations are established with a code that contains a number between two capital

letters.

In this line, the `rst letter refers to the amino acid that has been replaced, the number to the position where the mutation is

found and the last letter refers to the amino acid that has replaced the previous one.

gacetamedica.com/investigacion/como-detectar-la-variante-de-coronaviru..  
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I can see why people aren't buying this. To think that the Rothschild family with an estimated worth of $500 Trillion dollars is just going

to quit the depopulation/ control of every person world wide is just ridiculous. The rest of their agenda to rid the planet of the people

they refer to as 'worthless eaters' is still going forward. As K.

Shwab told us the pandemic will lead into the Climate Change agenda where every person at some point will be forced to go down to

'zero carbon' emissions along with the weather warfare and the severe food shortages that have already started in order that we all

depend on killer Gates arti`cial food. K. Shwab founder and president of the WEF also made it quite clear he was hell bent that he

would have your health records and all identi`cation records and your digital currency all in one place which would be at the `nger tips

of the controllers of the nwo Don't let your guard down on these demonic entities even for one minute.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

One thing that regular people cannot understand is that unlike regular people who plan for the weekend, the very wealthy plan

for generations ahead. I remember reading about a 300 year plan somewhere.
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solitairecat
Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And the Freemason's celebrated their 300 year anniversary a few years ago.
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There is a big difference between being "wrong" and lying, and those who have controlled the Covid narrative since the beginning were

not "wrong" - they were lying, and very intentionally. Virtually everything we have been told about Covid from Day One, including and

especially about the nonvaccine "vaccines," has been a lie. There is a very dark agenda behind all of this.
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Yes, all by design. About a year ago Dr. Mercola had an optimistic article: Is Fauci going to prison? (Paraphrase). Not only that a

year later he is not, he has been exalted from a savior to a saint status now· Saint Fauci· Future generations will be singing

hymns about him and his brave `ght to “save” humanity· Statues will be erected, movies shall be made, poems and novels will

be written about saint Fauci, while evil Dr· Mercola will be at best forgotten, or at worst vili`ed about his evil efforts at

misinformation and leading humanity to its destruction.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Great point about the difference between being wrong and lying. All the tools used before like "What did they know and when did

they know it" and "Follow the money" should be applicable here. But the problem is HOW do we get there to use them? The

conglomerate-owned Press and TV/Radio are no longer platforms for public exchange and free speech.

Investigative journalism has limited platforms. Government entities appear defensive, obstructionist, possibly colluding. Elected

okcials should represent us, but where are they on this?  Is anyone doing comprehensivr timelines on this?

How about wowcharts of interconnections? We need those tools...they are the tools that can help show that difference between

someone having been wrong and lying.
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So... WHEN can we start the Nuremberg style trials, prosecutions and IMMEDIATE death sentences?
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His judgement cometh and that right soon.
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I agree with the political motivations. But there are more working elements to this than meets the eye. For example there is this report

coming out of Israel that the 4th booster shots failed, and reports of biotech stocks cratering.

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/israel-study-`nds-4th-booster-shot-i..  But lets go back to the cabals original plan for the great

reset in 2030.

It appears it's too early to roll out now. If you go back to what Peter Daszak said in 2015, and was stated at the National Academies for

Science in 2016, you'll recall him expressing a need to get the people to become aware of the need for a pan-inwuenza,

pan-coronavirus vaccine. The discussion at the WEF was about advancing the technology that Moderna's top executive said: can "hack

into the software of life". This was to be accomplished through the new mRNA/DNA viral vector platform devices.

In affect, these would operate under the guise of a "pan-inwuenza or pan-coronavirus vaccine. In 2019, Fauci was caught on video

discussing ways to get the platform technologies taken up by the people when he lamented" but the people are not afraid enough of

inwuenza.... The discovery of the vaccine codes and how they correlate to severe adverse events and death are very telling. And the

FDA license on Comirnaty made a very telling statement about the diversity of doses when it said:  "In some embodiments, the small

molecule is a toxin. In some embodiments, the toxin is from a chemical weapon, an agent of biowarfare, or a hazardous environmental

agent." Democrats and their globalist overseers seldom commit one fraud at a time. They like to kill 2-3 birds with one stone.

Henry Kissenger called us "useless eaters." Bill Gates said his vaccines could reduce the population by 10 or 15%. This made an

expendable class of subjects for lethal dose studies of materials needed to "hack into the software of life." They have their data now.
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Think the truth may be that they are running from the court actions. Damage limitation, I don’t think!
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I'm often reminded of lyrics from Billy Joel - And she never gives out, and she never gives in, she just changes her mind. And that's how

its done. No one says, oh man we messed up! Just change the narrative. Pfoochi recently made the statement that, we all want

normalcy and the path to normalcy is vaccination.

They can seriously end this whole grand experiment next week with the announcement that, good golly me but all those cases of cvd

surging in hospitals are indeed there WITH cvd and not BECAUSE of it. We've beaten it! Yay for us! Enough people got the jabs and

we've reached herd immunity! And suddenly the wu is back, and people are encouraged to get their "wu" shots... As for the virus vs

exosome debate, I believe the point of the prior article was that we must choose our battles in order to win the war. And wining the war

is much more important than proving or disproving the existence of viruses. As much BS as has been hurled against "anti-vaxxers",

making cases against these cvd jabs and all the sht surrounding them are a big picture issues and - in the broader scope - more easily

proven.
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I think two things have them running scared: 1.) The great books out by Dr. Mercola and Ronnie Cummins, Dr. and Mrs. Breggin, and

Robert F. Kennedy Jr. are providing clear documentation of what horrible actions have been forced on us by individuals in this

PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP SYSTEM of globalization that reaches everywhere.  2.) America is on the brink of demonstrations,

and they know it.

(And this could be the reason President Biden made his bizarre Jan. 6 speech, intending to paint all demonstrators with a broad brush

as insurrectionists. Biden did a pretty good impersonation of George W. Bush's delivery of mushroom cloud and smoking gun

demagoguery before the Iraq invasion.

Incredible.)   Now the results of their actions are being made visible and they have need of a strategy to deal with explaining the two

steps they took to make that wealth transfer. Their Step One: The unnecessary deaths of millions who were denied timely and

affordable care so the PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP SYSTEM could guarantee the vaccines would be the ONLY medical 'solution'

allowed combined with economic shutdown. And their Step Two: Their world-wide vaccination experiment during a pandemic in

contradiction to all known scienti`c knowledge. It must be becoming clear that an explosion of side effects, illness, death and

suffering individuals are experiencing from this worldwide vaccine experiment will soon be evident to all.

Even the most vehement vaccine enthusiasts will need to pause and rewect when they `nally realize that their silver bullet vaccines

don't work to stop them from contracting covid or transmitting covid!   Let's be clear: Both these steps they forced on us were

premeditated, planned and organized. And the results are crimes against humanity. We must take heart! Social media is nice, but
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premeditated, planned and organized. And the results are crimes against humanity. We must take heart! Social media is nice, but

remember, pushback against corruption and tyranny and abuse is still possible! Thomas Paine printed leawets that inspired and many

of us have printers!
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Yes, sometimes it's most effective to kick it old school.
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Looking for the next false wag to be thrown on the people. Time for war...don't expect anyone to actually be held accountable but

perhaps a few crumbs thrown out there to placate. I read an account of the Nuremberg trials as a teen. I realize now what a farce that

was and how we have been played· Some *** came to America· Some to South America· Some to Antarctica to hang out with their

buddy Lucifer.
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The fact that Hitler was attacking Freemasonry is well documented in the article Hitler and Freemasonry on freemasonry dot

bcy dot ca.  They quote Robert Jackson, the chief prosecutor at the Nuremburg trial "It is not generally understood that among

the earliest and most savage of the many persecutions undertaken by every modern dictatorship are those directed against the

Free Masons.... dictators realize that its membership are not likely to support the police state, which lays so heavy a hand on

the freedom of the individual." We know Freemasons are not "champions of democracy", like they claim, but their foot soldiers,

and those unaware of their true nature, might believe this to be true.
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So I want to know how Dementia Joe on March 1st can declare the Pandemic is now over when in my opinion there was no real

Pandemic in the `rst place.
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Let them end it. I still want heads removed for what they have done. These crimes will not go unanswered for and they will pay with

their own lives for the ones they murdered in this evil and nefarious scam they tried. I am still not convinced this ends and this may be

a set up to them do something so heinous and to keep us completely unaware.
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The news is already saying there will be more dangerous variants coming. But no worries, they are working on new vaccines to combat

them. They will never stop forcing the vaccinations. They will require everyone worldwide to get vaccinated every year I guess those

who refuse will be rounded up and sent to camps in their countries...This is far from over.
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Look up "People's Bureau of Investigation." They put up a 10 minute video of a UK lady educating a police okcer on the law, his

responsibility and a lawsuit registered in the Hague. You can `nd in in yesterday's videos on The Charlie Ward Show. The video made it

pretty clear that the People are pretty fed up with corrupt courts and establishments and WILL take their power back. Nuremberg 2.0

has begun in Germany and elsewhere...The genociders are trying to escape.
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Increasing the vitamin-D status of everyone would have ended the "Pandemic" a long time ago. But that would have created resistance

to Biden's vaccines. Ignoring vitamin-D status, if everyone would just take 4000 IU vitamin-D capsule per day, the fear "Pandemic"

would likely be over in 3 months.
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"Biden's vaccines?" I thought Trump claimed all the credit for the vaccines?
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I have heard that they had to rush their Plandemic and bump it up a few years before they had originally intended. Even though they

have orchestrated so much of this impressively, it does seem like a bit of a rush job! Maybe because they weren't quite able to get all

of their ducks in a row (and have another two or three years to stupefy and toxify the public), events are taking a turn more toward an

epic fail than they had Planned.
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I hope they start ending tha pandemic I Canada. Trudeau has such a live affair with the Chinese way that it doesn’t look to great for us!
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So true! He's an idiot. How did he ever get voted in!!! I don't think it will be over any time soon for Canadians. I fear the worst is

yet to come for the unvaccinated. I pray he doesn't set `nes.
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They have to get rid of Covid to make room for hemorrhagic fever.
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The absolute most infuriating aspect of all this is no one is held to account for all the intentional pre-meditated deaths, mental health

issues...especially with children etc, which did not have to happen! These people on "we the people" paid positions seemingly shift

narrative on a whim and no one has been jailed, `red or held to any REAL account! How many people out there lost a loved one the

past two years or have witnessed the great tragedy inwicted on their children? WTF! Where is the accountability!
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We will see legal results. Experts who knowingly allow mass child abuse because they don't want to harm their careers are not

experts, they are cowards, evil cowards. thefederalist.com/2022/01/11/the-people-who-brutalized-children-to-gra..  
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So what is the wager here....I say that Hunter Bidens Daddy gets dressed up in a Navy Fight Suit, Stands on a big box atop a USN

Aircraft carrier, with a 100 ft banner hoisted horizontally from the Flight Deck Command tower and exclaims "MISSION

ACCOMPLISHED"!! Why not?...it worked before!  "Fool my once, shame on you. Fool me twice, shame on....(crickets) ...hey you can't

get fooled again!"
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here the WHO give us the battle cry - yes, they "Won't Get Fooled Again" - quite something in the history of rock 'n roll
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For Stepford Biden, its over. I don't think there is a thing he can do to save grace. Too many costly mistakes that cannot be undone. As

far as those who took the Jab, I think many realize they made a mistake· But misery loves company as we well know! And they want

the rest of us unJabbed to follow them over the cliff· If there is one politician that "actually" took the Jab, I want to know· Highly

doubt it as we hear nothing about reactions or ANY of them dropping like wies· They know this is deadly, and illegal!
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You can't protect people that are full of toxins (co-morbidities) with an injection of more toxins (vax).
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BIDEN "BUILD BACK BRITISH!" BIDEN FOR X-PRESIDENT!!!
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This is around the stage of the Iraq War when everybody `gured out there were no weapons of mass destruction to be found. Of

course so much damage had been done, and nothing ended quickly or cleanly after that.
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Not so fast.  Watch for geoengineering, that invisible in plain sight Gates op, to ramp up with new and improved (more deadly) toxins

added to the aerolysized brew.
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When you create a pandemic you can end it when ever it suits you . Still waiting to see that isolated virus before they add antibiotics

and kidney cells to it· Why do they add that stuff ? Because without it you cannot create a new virus to run from· Why can't you

isolate from just the patients snot? Well not enough would be in there· What about 5 patients?Nope· 25?nope· 10,0025· Nope·
Hmmmmmmmm
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

LIMITED HANGOUT - The deliberate revelation of some information (e.g. about malfeasance ) to try to confuse and/or prevent

discovery of other information. A modi`ed limited hangout goes further, by slightly changing the information disclosed.

wikispooks.com/.../Limited_hangout  The Rothschilds and Rockefeller's et al are boxed in a corner as their minions (Gates , Fauci et al)

narrative is being properly challenged in legal courts of law around the world· A limited hangout will buy them a little time.

But if I was a Rothschild or Rockefeller I might make reservations on the next wight to Mars.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Otis, While watching Jeff Bezo's and crew take their quick trip to upper atmosphere, assume these test wights are a preview

for future space travel. After these corporations have trashed the earth, the 1% may need to move on to other planets.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More on "limited Hangout" by the evil people that brutalized children.

thefederalist.com/2022/01/11/the-people-who-brutalized-children-to-gra..   Check out the link and `nd out how news

organizations like CNN, NYT, The Atlantic, and others are using "limited hangout" as a means to tell bits of truth while

attempting to keep the whole truth hidden.
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Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

SODA-LIAR was NOT quali`ed to serve as a trakc court judge! The ONLY reason it got on the Supreme court was because it was a

minority woman that could be controlled! Time for IT to resign for lying on the bench!!!
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dav8619
Joined On 10/17/2020 7:06:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So..this is an excellent narrative of the current media strategy. Yes, the lockdown grifters need to declare victory to justify their

draconian measures for 2 years. Now that they’ve got the populace primed to look to the government for help in virtually every

situation (with direction by tech and media) Biden and company need another crisis. War, `nancial collapse, major cyberattack

etc...would all provide the next wave of fear — be on the lookout for such an event Sorry to bring you down, but please be ready and

informed (FYI, I’m regretfully J&J vaxxed but am taking no more, even if employer mandated — which the initial one was, since I’m in

healthcare I’m hopeful to be doing the right remediation and survive...Any tips are welcome.)
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The next “crisis” may be “climate change”.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dav8619 ...What remediation are you doing for the J&J shot? the naturopathic-type doctors are using such therapies as big

doses of Vit C by IV...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/19/2022 9:48:50 AM
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“We must protect people with comorbidities from severe COVID-19,”  The way to prevent damage from COVID is to cure it before the

patient is hospitalized. We know how to do this. In most cases - our bodies, minds, spirits, and communities know how to do this

without medical intervention. With appropriate medical intervention, we can increase the odds and minimize the damage...But our

medical systems are in a state of "cure denial".

In current medical theory, not a single case of COVID has been cured. It's worse..."CURED" is not even medically de`ned for COVID - but

it's not just about COVID.  Our current medical systems have no theory of cure, no science of cure, and no de`nition of cured for most

diseases. COVID follows the rule - it's not an exception.

We know how to cure COVID. We know that early interventions produce more cures...We know what interventions are more effective

than others and we know how to match speci`c interventions to speci`c cases, speci`c needs...We're not doing it. We don't know how

to recognize a case of "COVID cured" and this failure of our medical systems produce nonsense like "there are no treatments for...". To

beat COVID, we don't need preventatives, we need cures...Health is the best medicine, the best cure...A cure is the best preventative.
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mvoudren
Joined On 8/20/2021 11:44:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is NO cure for a virus. There are only was to support the immune system to be as strong as possible so it can keep us

steady while the virus passes through our system. And, yes, the earlier we start supporting our immunity, the less the effects of

the virus. We run into over 1,000 viruses daily! The human biome is made up of bacteria and viruses· Those with co-morbidites

have already weakened immune systems· Many of the co-morbidities are caused by lifestyle changes· I don't need to list them

and how to make the changes and choices to reverse them· Prevention is to build titanium immunity so the virus runs its

course without many, if any, damage.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Political games. If they can schmooze& game til they federalize elections,taking all potential remedy& policing for accuracy from the

states here in the US (opposite land: calling it the 'protection of voting rights),& get rid of the `libuster: the free American people are

done, sooner rather than later. Midterms matter,at least for window dressing prolonging the pretense of honest elections. Central

banking inwationary robbery& invisible transfer of wealth is still ongoing,& as someone else commented: they've got their data on how

this latest step in their 'Great Work' of craft against the people, their antichrist transhumanist transformation went, plus their shedding

immune-disabling weaponry activated.

Anybody got a link of Dutchsince's report on the Tonga eruption? They've not been happy w/ his accuracy & reporting for a long time

now. May tie in to the deception. This vax is NOT the mark of the Beast of scripture, for many scriptural reasons, tho undoubtedly

laying some groundwork leading up to it.

This is more likely part of the Blue Beam demoralization plan that was leaked years ago,& the continuing fake ecumenical craft

scheming of 'new' Rome who's always pretended to be comprised of avatar christ's & 'Jewish', as well as 'Christian', now yoked

w/cabala as well as all the world's cults as prophesied. The stealth inwationary theft& blasphemy of doing these things supposedly in

the name of Christ, is why he will destroy the world's governments at Armageddon at his return; & the denial of truth that men might be

saved, turning back to the vomit of devilish spiritist sex cultism sparing not even the children, is why there will be seven horri`c years

of judgments, open& visible spiritual warfare, the man of sin usurper & counterfeit w/ his mark before that `nal, brief, cataclysm after

which 1,000 years of absolutely righteous rule by Christ from Jerusalem will commence. Even so, at the end of it w/ Satan briewy

released to try men,some will still rebel.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM
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Next thing you know they will credit the jabs for "ending the pandemic" by causing a milder variant to emerge.
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DocTwinkle
Joined On 8/23/2021 10:31:08 AM
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I don't trust the lot'o them. The plan is to jab every person on the planet. Brandy Vaughan warned us of this ( www.youtube.com/watch

 ) and lost her life for it (directed microwave beam?). Covid was the trial run.

They get us to relax and vote in November and the Biden reminds us that he warned us about The Dark Winter. If they release smallpox

on us, there will be no "out" for those who refuse the jab as we'll all be considered a public health threat without it... yes, even if you

had the pre-1972 vaccines...they will be deemed too weak now to be effective and we'll all be required to get boosters. They will get us

one way or other. We need to sack all the people who have been behind the Covid crimes and put in place protective laws (sack the

state of Washington law that was just passed allowing them to drag you off if they consider you a public health threat)...lots of work to

do... and please be aware of this growing threat: www.coreysdigs.com/health-science/smallpox-threat-or-false-wag-a-tell..  We need

to make our lawmakers aware of it and know who to blame if it happens.

And we need to have a sane plan in place for dealing with it - even smallpox was defeated by good nutrition and sanitation. We have

very unhealthy people today though...bad diet, nutrition. Now degraded immune systems from spike proteins. Lots of work to do!
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Thanks for the heads up!
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DoctorPamella
Joined On 1/19/2022 9:54:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was hospitalized with a broken leg. Otherwise, I was in the best shape in my life and healthy as a horse! Ten days later I was forced

against my will to get the PCR chromosome test, which came back positive. I asked for an alternative test and proof of veri`cation,

which I was ignored. they only rely on CT Value that is too high to get a positive result so insurance companies will pay more and the

doctor gets a 20% bonus from big pharma.

Meanwhile, I was put into an Isolation facility and stigmatized by something, I NEVER had. What I did end up with was signs of being

traumatized. These tests are not being con`rmed
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They set the PCR test at such a high level that even inanimate objects have the virus. It's scary that they quarantined you based

on this!
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hosey678
Joined On 1/19/2022 7:51:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Could I take a poll? Do you think Covid is real or a fake?
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earthlover
Joined On 11/29/2006 8:37:25 PM
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I guess they (tptb) have to back down and save their face, for the time being. They will probably come up with a new and improved

"vax" later. Or switch up and try smallpox next. Who knows...5G is being rolled out and that will stir up another hornet's nest of

problems.
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mat1933
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CONSPIRACIES ARE A WAY OF LIFE FOR THE ELITE, THEY DON'T WANT YOU TO KNOW THAT CONSPIRACIES MAKE GREAT TOOLS

FOR MASS CONTROL. LIFE WILL MAKE MORE SENSE, BUT WON'T BE AS COMFORTABLE WHEN YOU CONSIDER THE STORIES THAT

ARE BEING CENSORED OR LABELED "CONSPIRACY THEORIES".
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Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM
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Look at this one from Unherd if you have a chance: Israeli vaccine chief, "We have made mistakes": www.youtube.com/watch  
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I would follow Dr Mercola, wherever he goes. And he has not been wrong about anything! But I don't trust this...I don't trust it will

magically be over - they are distracting us, or getting ready for another pounce. Yes, they want to look like heroes for the State of the

Union address by POTUS Alphabet Soup. Why are they sending out testing kits now?..Just to try and poison anyone still hanging on by

a thread?..There is a piece of the puzzle not woated down from the evil puppeteers...Any thoughts?
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What disturbs me most is all the home test mania with no instruction on what to do if you test postive...no home meds or

protocols...something isn't' right...
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Tuija1
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What about all the people who have died or been critically injured from the jabs? Do we just sweep that under the rug? Those people

deserve better than that!! And what about the ridiculous mask wearing? Is that going to `nally end too?
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ColdTurkey
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You will `nd no one, I believe, who has worked harder than Dr. Sherry Tenpenny to expose the bio-weapon that is being masqueraded

as a life-saving vaccine. She has given some six hundred interviews to that effect over the last two years. Here is a brief, 30-minute,

presentation made on 1/14/2022 that sums things up: www.bitchute.com/.../fU9jGAjq56I0  
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No, no, no, no, it's absolutely not over, there is no end to this, the "elites" will have their Great Reset, whatever it takes, because for

them the primary problem is human overpopulation, and they will do whatever they need to to bring it down, and that includes things

such as a coordinated takedown of the internet (Cyberpolygon), when it comes back up, they will blame "Russian hackers" and

anonymity and require everyone to link their "Vaccine Passport" to some kind of pan-website online identity program (i.e. Disqus,

which I'm already banned from, for comments just like this, great Beta test!). No Vaccine Passport? Ok youre effectively locked out of

the internet.

This is an extremely effective way to deal with the information war, which they're clearly losing.  This "Pandemic" is never ending, vast

majority of people in the U.S. actually believe it's a deadly pandemic.  In their playbook, the 2010 Rockefeller Foundation "Scenarios for

the Future of Technology and International Development" there is a section titled "Lockstep Scenario" outlining the current Fake

Pandemic, where the technocratic elite usher in an Orwellian Dystopia in the face of a global contagion and the authors state that

when the emergency lifts, the draconian measures remain in place.

More troubling, it takes the masses 8 or 9 years to wake up and realize they've been bamboozled! We are at like 30-35% awakened

status in the U.S.! Morons are lining up for their "booster" for Omicron, and will do so again for the next variant, however they need

until Schwab, Gates, the Rockefellers behind Black Rock and Vanguard get the population down under 1 billion with the remaining

survivors injected with Graphen Oxide based nano-technology capable of self assembly into circuits, neurological tissue and the CNS

(See the work of late Dr. Andreas Noack and Ricardo Delgado, La Quinta Columna, also Dr. Ariyana Love).  They want us to lose

momentum, be lulled back into a state of complacency, it's not over
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These guys have been playing games and psychological "tricks" for a long time, they know what they are doing. This is only a

"headfake". They'll let off the gas a bit, make it all seem like everything is now perfect, give credit to Biden & Co for containing the

pandemic. They'll credit themselves because they control the narrative in the media· This is all about the next Midterms and Biden's

approval ratings· They'll work on that for 6 months from March until next Fall· Then just wait what they will do in fall with a new

variant and crack the whip stronger than ever again· Do not be confused.
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So, nobody is going to pay for this?
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Unless you make them. They will wiggle out out of accountability any way they can.
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20thCenturyFox
Joined On 8/11/2020 4:49:48 PM
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I'm `ne with holding people responsible for their harmful actions taken in bad faith or self interest. But I never criticise people for

changing their mind. Groupthink and shutting down debate are the enemies of truth.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get ALL of scumbag falsi's MONEY! Ill Gotten Gain's - RICO takes it ALL!!! Gates too!!!  ALl of them. Take what they love the most,

MONEY and POWER!  (BTW, "Cold Shot" is a great song by the late Stevie (my man) Ray Vaughan
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sussmuss
Joined On 6/4/2009 1:04:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Also these platforms are said to be in the food and air all by 2022!  Celeste Solum is a researcher the celestial report; she is also on

you tube doing some pretty deep dives where no one is going........Its pretty diabolical what the powers that be are up to!   Technology

is being used against us and is only ramping up!
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imagicman
Joined On 12/30/2021 9:58:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

these medical nazi criminald knew all along what they were doing and what lies they were telling and should be executed for their

murderous acts against people. but the stupid sheeple, over half of america, will lick their boots and thank them for loosening their

chains. to starving slaves crumbs look like a feast.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Doctor Paul has ALWAYS been s `ghter for truth and sanity. Bobby Kennedy's book rips the lid off
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larrydmi
Joined On 4/18/2021 7:29:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Take action People go to www.stopworldcontrol.com  for more truth go to https://www.globalresearch.ca/  `ght the evil in this world

just like parents protect their kids we must protect the truth freedom & our health
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and1267
Joined On 7/16/2016 4:24:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m an unvaxxed hcw in TX w an exemption. The vaxxed Covid are angry that they must return to work after 5 days from the onset of

symptoms even though they are still symptomatic. The unvaxxed are required to wait 10 days before returning to work, supposedly

because we are “infectious longer”. Funny thing is, the unvaxxed aren’t getting Covid at our hospital.

🤔
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pietrmi
Joined On 10/26/2020 8:27:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola for all you do. Any ideas why this was all planned to begin with ? Was it to get Trump out of okce ? Just

curious.
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svmeyer
Joined On 11/3/2009 8:22:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For a liberal paper to call out a liberal judge in a true fact check is BIG NEWS. When you also insinuate that judge is a LIAR, that is even

bigger news. Unfortunately, the Washington Post did not go far enough, and call out the fact that she is a HIPOCRITE, and totally

IGNORANTE when it comes to the AMERICAN PUBLIC. She does not have any desire to protect Americans, even those of her own

background· She is liberal just for the sake of being liberal, as are all of those governing the blue states and areas· Now, for the CDC

to insinuate that the pandemic to end March 1, is obscured· If the American public has not awakened to the fact that this pandemic is

in fact politically motivated, then we do have a DEAD American public, or at least 47% of the American public.
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well...we must remember she is a woman still and women are always fair game.
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acolleen
Joined On 11/5/2019 3:48:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems like some higher ranking okcials are `nally saying things that are true to cover their asses, even though people like Geert

Vanden Bossche and other scientists were right from the very beginning and got censored for saying those things. From what I can

tell, the media hasn’t changed its tune recently. Same drum beat of booster and vaccine propaganda. It’s probably being set up now so

that some lower-level people will take the blame.
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

True. The local hospital in my town sent out another update this week with the usual advice: wash hands, mask, distancing,

isolate, get booster. If we can never have normal lives, who's going to have the money to pay the hospital tax? Realities be

damned, it is the propaganda that matters.
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capri6
Joined On 7/20/2011 6:14:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Or maybe this has something to do with it. This is only the beginning, "Criminal Investigation Underway in the UK London Metropolitan

Police criminal investigation number 6029679/21 is now underway. It includes allegations of the crimes of Gross Negligence,

Manslaughter, and Misconduct in Public Okce against Dr June Raine, a medical doctor and Chief Executive of the Medicines and

Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA), and against Charlie Massey, Chief Executive and Registrar of the General Medical

Council (GMC). It also includes allegations of serious criminality against United Kingdom (UK) government ministers, civil servants

and media chief executives.

The criminal complaint was `led by four great counter-covid-agenda activists: lawyers Philip Hyland and Lois Baylis, retired police

okcer Mark Sexton, and medical doctor Sam White." drtrozzi.org/2022/01/15/now-covid-culprits-in-uk-gov-under-criminal-in..   Here's

an uplifting song, "More of Us", about covid re truth and solidarity from Canadian Matt Brevner. Enjoy! http://brevner.com  
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JayD2021
Joined On 2/16/2021 2:52:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"They" must be starting to realize that the number of people awakening to the sham and lies is now growing exponentially. If they

continue to push their narrative they will start to look more evil and ridiculous than they already do (if that's possible!) and the house of

cards will collapse. By backing off gradually, and giving us "some" truths, they perhaps feel that they can recover from this and

everyone will forget about their horrors. Unlikely! But the psychology of their actions is interesting...Thanks, Dr. Mercola, for your

continuing strength and support in all this.
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ksikorski
Joined On 3/1/2021 3:28:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a Beacon of light and fantastic news to hear. Thanks so much for posting Dr. Mercola. I have followed you from years back and

saw you being censored early on was incredulous. So happy that you are still `nding a way to reach out to us on a regular basis with

reliable information God-bless.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Also I believe Dr. Malone emphasized that a lot of emergency use authorization measures expire in March. I was watching as to

whether they would ramp things up to create a state of emergency in March, or if that would not be sustainable they might begin to

wind down this episode.
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squirrel2001
Joined On 6/16/2021 7:37:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sad thing is if they change the narrative that Xiden got rid of the virus, some very ignorant people will believe it.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.cdc.gov/.../past-seasons.html  This was 4 wu seasons ago. OK…So what made it so deadly? An aging global population? The

increased lousy health of the USA?

(10,000 a day turning 65?) Perhaps Omicron is the improved variant to simply become a four year cycle event of typical cold/wu

season. In 2017-18 How many people got tested for to determine the origins of all/any viral strains that commonly occur in a winter

virus season? Almost “0”. There was no PCR testing.

Folks stayed home and let the immune system catch up to eradicate the illness as normally. And it has always been true that the

elderly are much more likely to perish in winter from Rhino/ corona virus threats to the body. When seasoned aging veteran MDs have

old sage words of reality such as “Often Pneumonia is an old man's best friend”. Is it wrong?

There is a reason nature ends the suffering. Right?   If you cant make it HORRIFYING…. You don’t understand it well

enough...BIDEN/FAUCI/WHO The real force is fear addictions, and It is the dis-ease of Desperations.
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Focused polling after the Virginia election back in November proved CoVid mandates are not a good strategy for winning elections.

The behind the scenes puppet masters of these insane democrat politicians know this and they make the rules we all live under. I

agree March 1 is the end date.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Identifying illness by present cause is essential to cure. Many diseases are identi`ed by past causes - which do not lead to cures,

many diseases and many cases have incorrectly identi`ed causes, and many have no identi`ed present cause. Why? Our medical

systems only study physical causes - causes in the body.

Illness causes exist in mind, spirits, and communities. Is the pandemic an illness? If so, where is the cause? Clearly the cause is in the

community - a political illness...So, what's the cure...The cure for a political illness is to address the political cause.
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Pixielou
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:19:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The evil behind this is astounding ... and the people who believe every word that is said is more astounding. I believe Bill Gates is the

puppeteer, Fauci works for him (on his Board of Directors) and I read he was his college roommate but not sure of that, and Soros has

met with Gates at his compound. The three most evil people on earth (well Melinda Gates I've read is worse than Billy and Steve Jobs'

widow is also in that category.
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nep7624
Joined On 2/22/2018 6:34:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The state of Massachusetts changed how covid cases will be counted, and as a result the death count reported was only 47 this week,

but worldometers counted over 300 deaths this week, very curious.

 www.nbcboston.com/news/local/mass-to-change-the-way-it-reports-covid-1..  ~

www.nbcboston.com/news/coronavirus/mass-con`rms-56489-new-covid-cases..  ~ www.worldometers.info/.../massachusetts  
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french4foraa
Joined On 1/17/2021 12:01:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I came across Dr Mc Bean' work many years ago but was unable to `nd any of her books at a reasonable price. Her books are out of

print, one is available for $106.  I recently stumbled onto this website, available pdfs for free. Please download and print if you need to.

She was a pioneer and a very brave woman born in 1905 in CA, highly educated, she has a Phd and ND. She was an investigative

journalist before the term was invented. She describes some shocking events never before printed in big media. The okcial "narrative"

about the Spanish wu is not really true.

(what else is new!). Apparently the US military was already fooling around with early vaccines at Fort Riley in Kansas with disastrous

results.  Now we are living through an encore. Please support Dr Mercola, Dr Breggin, RFK Jr, Dr Peter McCullough, Dr Tenpenny, Dr

Simone Gold, Dr Zelenko and many others for putting their lives, their families', safety and profession on the line.

What brave souls!  With Love and Gratitude   archive.org/.../the-poisoned-needle-by-eleanor-mc-bean

 archive.org/.../SwineFluExposeEleanoraMcBean1977  
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johnraf
Joined On 12/25/2010 8:37:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I applaud Dr. Mercola for `ghting to get the TRUTH to the masses even though the mainstream media and social media outlets have

tried to quash all dissent worldwide. Instead of playing politics, Dr. Mercola has stuck to his beliefs about the Covid and many other

"vaccines" to try to inform people about risks involved. Thank you Dr. Mercola!
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tallulah3
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They have a back up plan and I wonder what they will do next. I don’t trust them at all. I think I smell a rat.
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BeckMack
Joined On 9/3/2021 8:41:17 AM
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BBC: "In a bad wu season, 200-300 die a day over winter and nobody wears a mask or socially distances, that's perhaps a right line to

draw in the sand." Lockdowns and restrictions on mass gatherings will not come back and mass testing for Covid will end this year, he

expects. The near certainty is there will be booster vaccines for the vulnerable come the autumn in order to top up their protection

through winter. "We need to accept the fact that our wu season is also going to be a coronavirus season, and that is going to be a

challenge for us," says Dr Groppelli. However, it is still uncertain how bad winters will be as the people who die from wu and Covid tend

to be the same.

As one scientist put it, "You can't die twice."    www.bbc.com/.../health-59970281      "..By the end of May 2021, the okcial CDC death

count attributed to COVID-19 was approaching 600,000, as stated previously. This number has been disputed for many reasons..."

"These deaths with comorbidities could equally have been ascribed to any of the comorbidities [22]. Thus, the actual number of

COVID-19-based deaths in the USA may have been on the order of 35,000 or less, characteristic of a mild wu season. Even the 35,000

deaths may be an overestimate."  www.sciencedirect.com/.../S221475002100161X     This is what happens when seasonal inwuenzas

(which includes up 15% of upper respirator infections by corona viruses) got rebranded and sold as a "new virus", with all its "new

features", such as furin cleavage, known years and in advanced and patented by Big Pharma.

It's not over. Now heads will be rolling and not just politicians and so-called scientists, but also 90% plus of the religious, who

supported this madness, when short and long term side effects will take effect, such as mRNA alternative splicing i.e. cancer,

neurological d/o, diabetes and heart diseases.
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I wonder if Monoclonal Antibodies will be big pharma's legal escape pod after making ten's of billions of dollars from pruning society

and compromising our immune system to create more pro`ts in the future. We did what we did until we knew better [even though

credible, seasoned, real doctors have been telling us along]. At the very least the arrogance of thinking they could contain a 100

nanometer particle with such consequences to humans creates a new tier above the previous top tier of human recklessness.
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In the past weeks, I have said most of what Dr Mercola says in this article. The only difference: I don't have an exact date.
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Will it be over? Perhaps one phase. Readchere about Moderna's plans for forever vaccination as presented at the WEF:

eugyppius.substack.com/p/the-vaccinators-will-never-stop-vaccinating  
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I agree 100%.  Moderna was working on the wu vaccine while Inwuenza cases plummeted to zero all over the world... They will

be back with mandates, including the wu vaccine or no jobs, especially in health care... Churches will not be allowed worshipers

in unless vaxxed for all the viruses in the world that cause no harm to healthy people...
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Wandamurline
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Follow the money....hospitals get extra money if the hospitalization is Covid and even more if they can put someone on a ventilator and

say they have Covid. This has always been about the money....the virus that Dr. Fauci helped create in the Wuhan Lab and that China

intentionally released on the world (an act of war) was about the removal of Trump from okce, vaccinations and the billions of dollars

they will get from the vaccinations. Almost 10,000 people have died from the jab...Fauci needs to be in jail awaiting trial for being a

serial killer. Can you imagine how many hospitalizations would not be for Covid if the money was cut off?
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So the big controversy is that Wallensky meant 75 percent of vaccinated people. If they are vaccinated how did they get Covid?
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Nuremberg 2.0.
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I always read Doc Mercola to "really know" what's going on in the medical community and the state of our health..mental and physical

as told by our ?? government? I come to this site before I read the daily ..sort of daily....news...LOL.
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Actually, in 95% of cases the "Covid deaths" occurred in the presence of 4 additional comorbidities:

www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid_weekly/index.htm#Comorbidities  Very clearly stated there, and has been the case for well over 1

year.
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We did not know what Myocarditis is before the Plandemic. It's irreversible disease. Spile protein affects those who have a high level

of testosterone. Athletes, teenagers, men under 40.
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astragale
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No doubt a lot of people noticed right away when the Democrat bureaucrats & politicians started changing *the narrative*. Many are

wide awake to their behavior & easily see through the propaganda. For political reasons, they want to declare: *Cases are low! deaths

are low! Vote Democrat.* However, here in Europe the narrative is also being changed. Why?

My sense of this is that the global cabal are wary of trying to force people to go on taking 2, 3, 4 injections a year. But....they still

intend to impose the QR Codes on humanity. And they put so much planning into all of this that it's unlikely they don't have their next

steps prepared.  So, where are they heading?

I think at the moment that they'll shift to the *endemic* phase of the plan where they'll try to force everyone to take an annual injection

- maybe combined with the wu shot - so that they can continue to say the QR Codes are *necessary*. Not sure yet what the role of the

new anti-virals will be? Bourla has just announced a half-billion dollar Paxlovid deal with Macron - who it is said was trained by Schwab

(along with Trudeau & Ardern & many other *young leaders*.) The drugs will make money for P`zer of course but the globalists

certainly don't want to stop Covid. Maybe they'll just give them to the very sick, in hospitals, whether they have wu, bronchitis, COPD,

pneumonia or covid.

Early independent reviews suggest there are dangers in the new drugs, so who knows how this element of the story will pan out. A

likely scenario is they will pivot to *permanent QR Codes keep us safe* and try to mandate masks while they attempt to force the

Codes & annual injections on everyone. We have to keep speaking up & exposing the propaganda that life is about illness, fear, masks

& injections. Most of all we have to work to get back the freedom they've stolen from us Let's be optimistic There are, according to

Schwab, around 2000 billionaires in the WEF club Well, there are BILLIONS of us - the people!
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@astragale In the meantime people will continue to die from vaccine injuries it seems. We can expect a number of books and

studies on the subject no doubt.
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"Pandemic Narrative Undergoes Radical U-Turn" -- lost me on the `rst word. I am on mission. Have a nice treason,
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Disproving the existence of viruses - small picture issue. IMO, more people can be swayed by all the "jabs are bad" arguments and

supporting data than by the "viruses aren't real, they're just cellular by-products called exosomes" dialogue. Mom, what's an

exosome?

🙁

 We must make certain progress soon to avert disaster, and continuing the case that "jabs are bad because" is the way to

do that because THAT is much more easily proven to those who need the information so they can make truly informed decisions. I'm

talking about not only every day citizens, but judges, attorneys, legislators, school boards - basically anyone in a position of authority.

This is vital. So yes - the narrative can change because too many of us are refusing to go along with it. And that sort of thing will end

an experiment very quickly!
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All of this could have been avoided, if the govt. had never got involved with health issues. Those in charge making the horrendous

decisions, should have been `red 2 yrs ago.
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Joined On 10/20/2021 12:55:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Across many alternate news sites, I've seen folks falling for this narrative by the CDC, et al. My thinking is that they've been lying and

distorting and censoring things all along for the sake of an agenda -- why would they seemingly abandon that agenda? I don't buy any

of it for a moment … not with the ongoing push by P`zer, for example, to bring out another mRNA jab in March, 2022 -- which, given the

climate of the current administration will just be another thing to mandate for US to do. And, of course, the background music to this

whole 'event' is the (not so) great reset announced by Klaus Schwab of WEF/Davos fame back in 2018 … hidden in plain sight for the

past 4 years -- threatening the world with global fascism unlike anything we've witnessed before.

The other 'hand' that's been slapping all of US with slightly different - but no less noxious - propaganda and fascism is the whole

'climate change' hoax that's been going on for more than 60 years … whose end result, as with this 'pan(dem)ic', is massive

destabilization of humanity as well as a likely signi`cant reduction in our human numbers.
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Per the lawsuit of Fuellmich, there are 120 vaccines in the pipeline. Are they going to be scrapped?
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The background music is like you hear on a horror show when someone is heading down into a dark basement!
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But the reverse theory is also true. If there were No Covid, those who have the comorbidity could have lived till 90+ years old, if not

older. The matter of the truth is, 70%+ 65 years or older Americans taking at least one prescription drug. And many of them can live a

long life.
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But will they continue to demand you get the jab to work? Will people continue to demand the unvaccinated get locked down or put in a

camp? This isn’t over by a long shot.
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Important - some of you brilliant mercola followers may have seen this already But it’s important enough to bring it to your attention

Patent 10786570 can be found in the US patent okce website and was issued to Friedman ET AL is the attorney the applicant was the

Rockefeller university with Jeffrey Friedman from New York and Sarah Stanley also from New York as the inventors. it was assigned to

the Rockefeller university and It was funded by the NIH grant which gives the US government Rights. As stated in the 82 page Patent,

the particles are excited by radio waves under the guise of non-invasive surgery. The nano particles can control appetite and brain

functions· this is a very important aspect that absolutely must be brought to light patents.justia.com/.../10786570  
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Even more reason to not get the jab!
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Maybe I've become cynical but I doubt this is the end. For the following reasons we have learned right here for the past two years: 1.

Mass Formation require waves of pressure and easing with increasing shorter intervals. If anything we might have reached the next
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Mass Formation require waves of pressure and easing with increasing shorter intervals. If anything we might have reached the next

easing period since last Summer.

2. The paradigm of health has been forever been changed for the majority of the population. Many accept that they are likely sick until

tested negative. (Note how QR codes are here to stay at least mainly for air travel the same way an unvaxxed pet may not travel

internationally in today's standards).

If there's one thing these predators have is patience and perseverance. So, we must double our efforts as watchmen on the wall and

don't allow ourselves to be lulled asleep by seeming "good news". Remember no step is taken which hasn't been calculated to produce

the expected result. What all of our government okcials couldn't have foreseen was that the public-private partnership they entered

into with the Devil and his assistants (Gates, Fauci, Schwab, etc) was a trap all along.

What an embarrassment that those who are elected to represent the people are in fact naïve fools.
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Don't be fooled. The powers behind The Great Reset are not going to give up. Right now mainstream media including CNN had the

almost exact wording to talk negative about Biden - meaning, whoever dictates to them is responsible for this change in attitude.

Whatever their intention is subject to guessing and I won't get into that.

But I do believe they are capable of releasing the small pox virus and then mandate vaccination for everyone . The vaccine could

included whatever evil substances to monitor the population or to kill them off. I was vaccinated against small pox in 1955 (in

Germany) and told it would last a life time. True or not, I don't know and I'm sure the Government of the USA could care less if they

mandate a vaccine.

If we don't dismantle the CDC, WHO, FDA and clean up our Justice system we are doomed.
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Yes, they will release worse virus to ful`ll their depopulation agenda. But I doubt will be the exact small box per se. They will do

a new one which has no Cure, and No available vaccines.  And one thing for sure is that this time, they will NOT be able to

scapegoat China...They will have to `nd some other country/countries to be the scaptgoat.
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Since health workers are required to get vaccines, I was wondering just how long they'll survive after multiple doses/boosters of

these experimental drugs? Perhaps the powers that be are seeing this possibility of total health care system collapse -- the

health care system could collapse before their plan is secured. So they are backing off a bit for a while.
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Don't be fooled. The globalists are just shifting gears from a fakedemic to an epidemic: smallpox. My guess is they will be spraying it

from the sky. Any other delivery mechanism will be too slow or incomplete.

Person to person might be too slow, and by the water supply will miss too many people.  And for you coincidence theorists out there,

the FDA has already approved two live smallpox vaccines: www.fda.gov/.../acam2000  www.fda.gov/.../jynneos  According to Dr.

Suzanne Humphries, in an article on herd immunity (“Herd Immunity.” The wawed science and failures of mass vaccination, Suzanne

Humphries, MD): "Pox epidemics declined as a result of sanitation and improved nutrition. During the era of smallpox most people

were living in squalor, eating no fresh food, but rotten milk and rotten meat, drinking sewer water, living among `lthy rodents, and

working long hours for little pay. Pox viruses are ancient, but smallpox evolved as a deadly killer as humanity devolved to overcrowded

city dwellers living with `lth, squalor, and desperation." Link: https://archive.vn/z1kpH .

In other words, don't let the government fear-monger you into thinking that you will die from this disease, so have to give up all of your

human rights to survive. You readers here will do `ne as long as you don't let yourself be vaxxed and take reasonable precautions and

steps to stay healthy.
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GCohen, FYI...your posted link does not work. This link should work:

healthywellnesssolutions.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Dr.-Humphries-..  And yes, everyone should read Humphries book

"Dissolving Illusions"
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My link works with CAPTCHA, but your link is much better as you are directly downloading the pdf. Thanks.
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A homeopathic cure for smallpox is put out by Boiron; It’s called "X-ray 30c". I have mine.
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Lord Fauci has been very open on several occasions about the possibility of a smallpox outbreak. He also stated that "luckily"

our CDC and NHI have secured samples of the virus so we can "learn more about it to make sure we can keep Americans safe."

There is no FDA approved vx...period. P`zer is up against a deadline coming very soon to hand over the jab records. There is no

EMERGENCY· Maybe the puppeteers have made a super return on the taxpayers investment in killer jabs· Maybe time to move

on to letting smallpox out of its sealed jar and start all over with those already without 80% of their immunity· This would seem

to make round 1 look like Childs-play.
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#mvoudren You are confusing the nonexistence of FDA approved Covid vaxs with the FDA approved smallpox vaccines. Check

the links.  Bill Gates has also warned about smallpox. With Gates it is a warning not a prediction! Just like Event 201.
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Now is the time for the unexpected to occur.....after the planned epidemic and they anounce a dated t6ime it to end....than is the time

they think everyone will kick back and take a deep breath and relax....but don't!!! now is the time for TOKENIZATION....money

change.....world tokens will be issued...warning this will happen.. Kiss you cash bye-bye...everything will be purchased with tokens

...e-tokens Now SH!T will Hit Da Fan.... But don't panic....yet......we have till March 1 to get heads outta da Asss-etts. More from

MyMountain....yes "never let a good disaster go to waste..." ......keep them "Paniced"....people in Panic Mode will do ANYTHING !!!!!

Even pump toxic Poisin into their children !!!!!!! God are people so Predictable and so STUPID....cuz , over and over and over

again....they follow the same lies and BS..   www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ji1MMXoAVk&ab_channel=John1948ThreeC  
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Hope Florida gets the prolife antibody treatments.
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The guys who signed the Great Barrington Declaration were six months behind me. I was saying what they said in March of 2020.
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The tennis star, Novak Djokovic, just bought massive holdings in a company which is making a treatment for covid.  HUH? Ivermectin

or hydrachloroquine should be it, but it isn't. I met a girl who owns a pharmacy, she ordered 200,000 Ivermectin and hydrachloroquine

when this `rst started.
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Most high pro`le people are, by necessity, part of the cabal. They are severely compromised. They needed him to create the

division, this is why they did all the theatrics in Australia. The division in this case is provax vs.

antivax. Even creepy Whoopi Goldberg had to weigh in on the evil antivaxxers. This division stimulates more people to get

vaccinated. Without it less people will drink the koolaid.

This is how the cabal works. While the peasants are `ghting, they weece them. Trump was the same, he was installed to create

the division and the right environment to usher in the pandemic. People are more pliable when things are in chaos as people are

looking for a savior.

Anytime you are looking for a savior, you are an easy target. The “saviors” are there conveniently to “help” you. (Don’t start me

on the long-standing fraud of organized religion. Jidduh Krishnamurti correctly called them out as poison.) They are not

designed to save you, they are designed to enslave you.) The pandemic conveniently began on an election year, go `gure.

They are all on it. The only good thing that came out from Trump is that, out of necessity, they had to stop the wars. Made for

more Trump supporters and then swishhh, stolen election, more chaos and more pliable people to be weeced and looking for a

savior, Trump was not there to save you, but the vaccine was conveniently rolled out after the election to be the new savior with

its father, Trump, being its more and more vocal supporter over time, and the cycle keeps going on ad in`nity… Destroy and

rebuild, destroy and rebuild, disaster capitalism, the best way to make money is during a panic, whatever it takes to suck the

most out of the peasants. Trump is obviously a Zionist.

WE ARE ON OUR OWN. THERE IS NOBODY LOOKING OUT FOR US. The end goal of all of this is the New World Order: an utter

and complete SLAVE system. Shakespeare was right: all the world is a stage.

The fake order of things is in and the natural is out.
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Vladimira, " The pandemic conveniently began on an election year " Only in the USA. Really bad logic.
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Even in Canada, Trump and the election were a BIG distraction from what was going on.
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Looks like they are slowly pivoting to the next phase of Rockafeller lockstep scenario of "climate change." A different type of tyranny

awaits.
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I read once that when folks were invited to the Bilderberg group, they had to make proposals about how they would accomplish

the elite group goals of wealth transfer and control. So it might be there have been numerous scenarios proposed by now and in

development, and they roll them out for as long as they are convenient and the public is not catching on...wars for land, wars for

religion, wars for slaves, wars for gold, wars for oil, `nancial bubbles (stock market, real estate, dot.com, banking meltdown,

central banking). With hi-tech the proposals must have taken on all manner of sci-` possibilities from biowarfare to 1984 to

Brave New World, to total surveillance to chipped brain control to A.I. When the public is getting too tired or savvy about the one

being used on them, the overlords choose another from their stockpile of ideas.

Maybe your right and trotting out weather warfare/geoengineering will be next.  One thing that does surprise me is how easily

the Democrats were corralled into being believers of No Free Speech and No Free Press and Internet Purges and No Say over

what drugs are injected in our bodies. How did that happen that those who embraced these ideas could so easily give them up?

How come they could never see how the Corporatist Clintons betrayed them and workers' unions by facilitating corporations to

export our jobs, invade our privacy with the Telecommunications Act, and then still believe Al Gore's attempt to start a carbon

economy for pro`t from his Inconvenient Truth blitz despite the fact that Gore lacked the integrity to `ght for Black voters'

rights in Florida in 2000.

What happened? I hope there are some Dems left who are against taking away the bodily integrity of their fellow citizens and

forcing them to accept an experimental vaccine.
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I was reading recently that unions have played a role in demanding the government to put restrictions in place during the

Plandemic. Also, I've heard that unions were put in place by the powers that be to control people. Perhaps another 'saviour' that

won't save us.
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Nothing is turning, except more sand in the eyes. This should be obvious by now. These are masters of manipulation and deception to

give you false hope and fake “care” and then strike again. Well, we got “the summer of freedom” under Biden· So what?..We are still

slaves· They always `nd some other way to enslave us· By now, we should have learned: evil cannot be rehabilitated, it can only be

eliminated· The pandemic will end, the slavery will not· Are we `ghting the petty nonevent pandemic or the slavery?..The normal

channels of “justice” have never worked, so why would they work now?
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We should fasten our seat belts because the ride is about to get very bumpy!
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Well,. I certainly believe along with millions of Americans that we are all tired and sick of all the lies. Dr Fauci recently said we are only

in phase one of `ve phases of this Pandemic which is one more lie. This isn't going to end any time soon· Too many nation's

governments are enjoying their power over their people, some even very extreme tactics· The New World Order giants will continue

unless strong Conservative leadership is restored back in America very soon· If not it will take the Second Coming of Christ Jesus

which also means the end of the old and in with the new..
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AnnieRoseBlueberry
Joined On 8/3/2020 8:53:07 AM
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They will never give up their Great Reset. They will just recon`gure it. In Illinois as I write, our state legislature is voting on a bill to

create a covid jab registry by compelling healthcare providers and pharmacists who give jabs to enter information on every resident in

violation of HIPAA. This has been kept out of our media.

The purpose is to allow the state to know what regions and neighborhoods to target the jabs. Look up Green Zones to learn about the

CDC’s plans for the unjabbed. It’s on the CDC website. This week we also learned that Biden’s free covid tests will be paid for through

Medicaid or insurance plans.

Who was left out? Those 65 and older and on Medicare. Why? No explanation as to why the most vulnerable group was left out.

I believe they will be the next group targeted for death, because enough of them didn’t die off. They must drastically reduce those

numbers of seniors before Social Security starts hurtling into bankruptcy, which starts in 2027. Some days I feel like I’m living in a

sci-if dystopia composed of the Omega Man, Running Man, Soylent Green, Invasion of the Body Snatchers, and Logan’s Run. They

want us tracked, enslaved, and then when our usefulness is seen as diminished, they want us killed off.
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Good points.
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Interesting. And I went to the CDC here www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/your-health/quarantine-isolation.htm..  and they

are saying that if someone has had their vaccines there is no instance in which they need to quarantine themselves. Hmmm.

What about Breakthrough infections?..CDC's director admitted the vaccinated can transmit covid..So why shouldn't they ever be

quarantined?..CDC now an arbiter of human rights, with more granted to the vaccinated, despite the fact that the vaccinated

person is no more immune/cured than one who has not been jabbed -- and maybe even less immune or more prone to whole

virus infection?..WHAT A TANGLED WEB THEY WEAVE.
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i don't see that at all, wish i had your rose colored glasses.
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Joined On 11/2/2015 3:39:15 PM
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Best one yet. A murder-suicide counted as COVID death. www.skyhinews.com/news/grand-county-coroner-claims-state-is-inwating-..  
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Joined On 7/6/2021 1:00:53 AM
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Who is ginnygkkk? Is she some Science `ction writer. The last entry in comments. I wouldn't doubt most anything but that was some

story The mark of the beast is given in the forehead or hand We have a choice to take it or not.
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articles.mercola.com/.../default.aspx  
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This is the trouble with many religious. They believe they will have a choice. No. If going by that writing, the ones who opt out

are completely shunned from society Cannot buy or sell without the mark Some choice.
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WATCH OUT FOR THE CAPS POLICE! IT'S ABSOLUTELY ABSURD TO SEE HOW MANY PEOPLE ON NEWS FORUMS (PAID AGENTS

COLLUDING) FEEL THAT TYPING IN CAPS IS SHOUTING. THIS IS REALLY A FORM OF BRAIN WASHING, GETTING YOU READY FOR AN

EMOTIONLESS FUTURE WHERE YOU CAN ONLY EXPRESS YOURSELF DIGITALLY. CAPS DO NOT ADMIT A SOUND DUMMIES!
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I just think it's lazy. And that it defeats the purpose since it's dikcult to read, so people just ignore it.
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The ‘Global-Elite Covid-15 Plannedemic-Genocide of mRNA and Nano-Razor Injections’ is the weaponization of gene therapy and nano

technology. Are Anglo-Saxon globalists attempting to harness, weaponize Consciousness (Soul)? www.youtube.com/watch  This, in

my view, is a disturbing video by an English nurse in England who is researching NDEs (Near Death Experiences). After watching 60+

NDE YouTube videos, currently most all of them are testimonies of Swiss people, some Germans and Austrians, and few French.

Most all these people are genuine, who came out of their NDE as kind-hearted more sensitive individuals and more connected to

people, Plants, Animals, and Earth. Then I came across the very `rst video out of England – and I was disturbed by what I saw,

particularly by 5 things: 1. This nurse said that NDErs sometimes see people they don’t want to meet (In all the NDE videos I saw either

they meet people and/or animals they love, or they don’t, or they see spirit guides, angels, Christ, Muhammad, or demons in Hell) 2.

She said that from her study she determined that the character and works of people has nothing to do whether their consciousness

goes to Heaven or Hell (How did she conclude that?

This removes accountability for their works, that sounds like ‘faith over works’ theory of the Anglican Church and the other 40,000+

Protestant denominations) 3. She spoke of “`nding the mechanism” for consciousness leaving the body, and most likely where it goes,

and how to control or capture it 4. She felt uneasy during her entire speech, as if watched (guided) by someone. When a person in the

audience asked “What is your mission in all of this?” She looked to someone speci`c, and that someone told her not to talk about it,

and she didn’t.

Interesting! She spoke how NDErs come out more interconnected with Nature and people, more sensitive and humble, and how NDEs

could bring about Peace in the World. Yes, but the English freemason empire-builder of
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5-Eye Echelon, 53 Commonwealth nations, 30 NATO member-nations, and nearly 800 military bases in over 70 countries and

territories of US alone, has a 1000-year history of scheming and warmongering that shows he is not interested in Peace, never

was, and never will, because there is no pro`t, Land, or booty in coexistence and Peace. The only Peace he is interested in is

Pax Anglia -- the kind that Pax Romana brought to the world. As one radio caller recently said: Pax Romana means you invade,

conquer, and kill everybody and then everything is quiet and there is peace because everone is dead. And 5.

She praised how Darwin saw evolution of man progressing toward a kinder and peaceful being. Really? Darwin saw man having

‘evolved’ from an ape – this means Darwin excluded Creator’s involvement from the `nal Creative manifestation of each

Species. Evidence shows microevolution within Species does happen, but there is no proof of Species-to-Species transmutation

unless you create GMOs in a lab – the ‘link’ is still ‘missing’.

The kind of ‘evolution’ that the Englishman is interested in is manmade ‘evolution’ with GMO technologies like mRNA jabs where

THEY get to play God. It also means Darwin saw man as a pinnacle of Creation, not on equal par, equal value, with rest of

Species, and no interconnectedness beween Them and man. This is completely contradictory to what NDErs experience in

afterlife (Heaven), seeing their deceased pets and other animals – which supports the Book of Genesis account which states

that animals have Souls – in which it speci`cally states that both man and animals are kiim nfs [khaim nefesh] “Living Souls”.

Then compare this video to the rest of NDE videos and see the difference in content and intent between them! These videos

showing Elon Musk’s interest in ‘Consciousness’ are equally disturbing.

Why the interest in Consciousness (Soul) by the world's richest and most powerful elites? He thinks he is smart, but he’s not. If

he was, he wouldn’t
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be building gigafactories that destroy Forests (740 acres he leveled in Berlin), he wouldn’t be building cars that are destructive

whether electric or not, he wouldn’t be cluttering Skies with satellites that he has no right to do, and he would be pumping his

money into protecting Forests, Wilderness, and Species of Earth. He will answer to the Higher Power when he ends his blunders,

who will then explain to him what Consciousness is. www.youtube.com/watch  www.youtube.com/watch

 www.youtube.com/watch   To me, this English NDE video is an intentional disinformation strategy, using same mechanism that

worked for the English for centuries: you put out certain facts that everybody agrees with and then you throw in couple of lies

which people scratch their heads over and say “hmmm! maybe it’s true!” To me, it falls in line with everything the English have

been doing for centuries. It seems very much like NDE has now captured THEIR imagination and this time THEY want to

weaponize Consciousness -- but not for Good.

We see that in what Klaus Schwab, Regina Dugan (the dragon lady in London pushing transhumanism), and Elon Musk talk

about. Since Consciousness is Soul, it seems THEY want to harness and weaponize Souls of men, women, and children. That’s

exactly what Satan does! That’s what Faust did when he sold his Soul to the Devil for wealth and power. In other words, THEY

want to upend not only Creation on Earth and Heaven, but even God the Creator Himself -- once again! This is the extent of

THEIR greed, insanity, and Evil.

This agrees with what Dr. David Martin said about the Covid Conspirators' plans in his Rumble.com interview video – that's

"utter contempt for Divinity!” rumble.com/vrbln0-dr.-david-martin-why-trump-keeps-promoting-the-vacci..  Chuck Missler on

freemasonry and Satanism www.youtube.com/watch  and transhumanism www.youtube.com/watch  
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Pamela Sheppard believes that a fallen angel enters the body of some who go through a NDE.

pamsheppardpublishing.com/2012/01/11/fallen-angels-and-near-death-expe..  I have noticed people who claim their source of

information is a spirit they call Spirit. For example, Anthony William in his book Thyroid Healing, and Sayer Ji of GreenMedInfo.

The information they provide is helpful but it concerns me because talking to spirits is some sort of New Age, Shaman, magic

thing.
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Have you visited the largest nde site, near death experiences research foundation dot organization?   https://nderf.org  
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Penny Sartori did the study of NDEs under the supervision of Professor Paul Badham and Dr Peter Fenwick. Both of these

gentlemen wrote books about reincarnation. In his book Immortality or Extinction, Paul and Linda Badham attempt to integrate

NDE with reincarnation and resurrection. Dr. Peter Fenwick wrote a book titled Past Lives: An Investigation Into Reincarnation

Memories.

If you search for ‘reincarnation is spirit possession’, many believe it is demons taking control of a person. This is described in

Matt 8:28 to 32, where the demons reveal an understanding of who Jesus was and prophecy saying to him “have you come here

to torment us before the time” v29.  What conditions allow a demon to possess a person? Of course, all who communicate with

spirits like mediums, or using ouija boards, etc, are open to it.

The abilities of child prodigies, thought by some to be reincarnation, are likely spirit possessions. Quite a few years ago, Opera

had a young girl on who had exceptional musical abilities. When I searched for the child’s name, there was a story about her

magic skipping rope, which reveals she was making contact with spirits.
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Paul warned the Corinthian congregation against being deceived “as the serpent deceived Eve by his craftiness”, because they

could receive a different spirit and a different gospel from someone preaching ‘another Jesus’ in 2 Cor 11: 1 to 4. 20 years ago

in Toronto, ON Can, a small group of churches experienced what it is like to receive “another spirit” in what is known as the

“Toronto Deception” – a counterfeit revival. www.bereanpublishers.com/the-toronto-deception  What does this have to do with

the mRNA vaccine? Over the past two years, my son’s personality has changed enough that I’ve been looking up information on

cults.

He has taken the vaccine and I do wonder if it has anything to do with it. I’ve read of some people who received the vaccine

saying they don’t feel God anymore. This possibility makes it much scarier to consider taking the jab.
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Off topic but so necessary to know. Last night I wrote down a link from one of the Mercolan contributors about a book called "The

Invisible Rainbow" and I copied down the two links, but I didn't write down the name of the person who posted it. I want to thank them

and at the same time say that I am so sickened and horri`ed by what devastating effects are happening in our skies and oceans

because of EMFs that I could just throw up. Preferably upon the business school nutheads who think that making a pro`t is more

important than morality and life itself.

I read those two chapters mentioned and they are beyond riveting. I didn't know anything about that and I thought I was keeping up

pretty well on the EMF information. Dear fellow Mercolans, please `nd that book. We need to widen our thinking beyond the covid

distraction and look at what these EMF sociopaths are doing in the name of pro`t...Obscene, evil, despicable, unnecessary, ruinous to

nearly every life system...Most of the time, I simply cannot stand humans.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another rabbit hole here I come. "The eye sees only what the mind is prepared to comprehend." - Henri Bergson.  A doctor friend

of mine revealed that his success in medical school was derived from his ability to take tests successfully. So what he had

learned in medical school?

Great insight as to the healing of an individual - or the conformity one learns by taking tests?  lel36357 - I will with an open mind

- search out "The Invisible Rainbow."
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Ringer2
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I've read it, and I agree that it's good info. You can also get on the author's mailing list. Please give humans a chance to improve.

We're all here to help.
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mzilavy
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:16:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm sorry to see the pandemic gone. It will only be replaced by something more evil. We have to be totally destabilized before society

accepts The Great Reset and one-world government.
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solitairecat
Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree, we are only moving on to stage 2 of their N W O implementation plan.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/20/2022 8:46:17 AM
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ALL THE PHONIES OUT THERE DISMISSING TRUTH SAYERS AS "CONSPIRACY THEORIST" SHOULD BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE AND

PUNISHED ONCE THIS WHOLE THING UNRAVELS. WANT TO SEE FAUCI AND BIDEN CHARGED WITH TREASON!
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JennyG444
Joined On 3/18/2017 2:23:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

URGENT! Please spread the knowing that the water is being poisoned in America to sicken everyone and cause illnesses for children

and infant mortality. The Naval research connected groups are adding electronic assault weapons to our bodies and minds using a

method to drop electronic `eld heightening 'wormy' `laments into the water bodies all over America. This incubates a weaponized

worm that is warned of in the Bible as MARK OF BEAST! This is the most dangerous substance known to man as it BLOCKS God's

ability to tend to the human population as it causes electrical `eld overload. It is causing autism, brain malfunctioning and infant

mortality to skyrocket as the children are being destroyed in America, it's genocidal.

The naval research labs are experimenting on electronic warfare and beaming electrical `elds at brains of most all Americans and

children using underground wi` type of tower systems that send current under our homes and ampli`es through our minds and hearts,

and also through our sewage and water pipes. The electronic `brulating and spiraling current through the brains of children is autism,

a huge crime that started in Germany during the crisis. Brought to America and setup using poisons in water with electronic `eld

heightening worms and species put into water to spread into airways as it's a weapon. It will be the cause of all pandemics.

The wi` and underground wi` is hitting the brains of children and its the main cause of autism, now one in forty according to God. This

is an EMERGENCY situation that God needs recti`ed urgently!!!! As the NAVAL RESEARCH labs at the Halifax, Virginia airport has

terrorists and prisoners from Mexico and Asia brought into fake NAVAL LABS but are terrorist groups shooting electronic pulses at our

minds through wi`, under earth wi` towers, laptops, smart phones, tv's, led lights, appliances and bluetooth in auto. They are killing

Americans in the many millions and falsifying natural diseases and pandemics.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/19/2022 1:56:21 AM
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JennyG444
Joined On 3/18/2017 2:23:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

2. God needs hundreds of thousands of Americans to `le reports with govt that the water in America is poisoned with tiny

microscopic species that look like worms with legs. This is the MARK of BEAST warned of in the Bible. This worm is a receiver

of electronic `elds sent intentionally to the brains of all Americans by military technologies.

The NAVAL RESEARCH lab individuals hired from Mexico and Asia and are many times former prisoners and serial killers are

using a computer terminal to search locations all over America to `nd individuals in homes that are children, infants or

categorized as good targets. They are hitting buttons on a computer terminal to hit people's hearts and brains with electrical

pulses sent from many military technologies. I am a victim of this crime that occurred when "I was listening to YouTube videos

of spiritual music and doing spiritual practices. Dan Krauss, Katherine Shulan and Kim Chang and their group at the Virginia

naval lab decided to try to kill me and my cat, who passed away with military weapons pulsing my body in my home to kill us.

they have not stopped in 3 1/2 years and are chasing me around America and I am leaving for Israel to save my life. They are

killing Americans like Hitler and they have hundreds of thousands of children being hit with electronic `elds hitting them and it's

being disguised as autism, but it's a crime comparable to what happened when the German's tested electronic warfare on the

children as well. the taking away of children harmed and put into institutions for autism is a way for the Naval research labs at

Halifax, Virginia airport location to test electronic assault on the children without parents knowing their children are being

maimed. The individuals at the lab such as Dan Krauss (formerly a prison of MX named Carlos Imaneul Lopez) and Katherine

Shulan are serial murdering infants and using military weapons to shoot into homes across America to silently kill infants in

their cribs silently.
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't drink tap Water in the USA -- aside from chlorine, it contains wuoride which local municipalities are unwilling to remove,

despite the evidence that wuoride being in the same Element Group as chlorine and iodine, interferes with iodine absorption by

your thyroid. It's iodine from which your body manufactures thyroid hormone. In Europe and everywhere else, you don't have to

worry about the tap Water, no wuoride. Here in USA you do.

Why is that? So besides harming your thyroid whereby you are forced to take dependent thyroid medication for the rest of your

life, N a z i s put wuoride in Judean (Jewish) Ghettoes to pacify them. This seems to be the intention in USA and couple months

ago amid public protests over Covid mandates Boris Johnson raised the issue of wanting to put wuoride in England's tap Water

-- suddenly. Interesting.

Dr. Mercola also included other reasons against wuoride. Buy nonionized (distilled) Water, store it in glass jars. And when you

get x-rays buy yourself thyroid shield to protect it. Hospitals never seem to have thyroid shield available, though they used to,

and techs and doctors actually told me, "ah, don't worry about it! By the time you get thyroid cancer, you'll be dead".

It's not only about thyroid cancer but denpendency on medication which are not the same thing as a healthy thyroid, responsible

for numerous hormonal functions that regulate everything in the body and brain. Take 1 drop of Atomidine every morning to

keep your thyroid healthy edgarcayce.org Good People of Earth Unite!
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Did you mean "`brillating?" Have you any references for what you are writing?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/19/2022 11:19:31 PM
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wwooten
Joined On 11/5/2010 5:38:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola article two days ago. Why COVID-19 Testing Is a Tragic Waste – National Addiction News

nationaladdictionnews.com/2020/11/13/why-covid-19-testing-is-a-tragic-..  Kary Mullis - Inventor of the Pcr ( corona virus test )

talking of the misuse of Pcr. - Bing video www.bing.com/videos/search?q=kary+mullis+PCR+virus&&view=detai..  “Traditionally, they

have been isolated by differential centrifugation “ Glycoprotein gp118 of varicella-zoster virus: puri`cation by serial aknity

chromatography. - PMC (nih.gov) www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC255563  Why not at least use chromatography (this involves a

centrifuge where all elements are separated by weight) Better yet, why not use the electron microscope to identify the 20000 or more

base pairs directly.

Yes that would be expensive but we are talking about a world wide pandemic. That would be true science, not pharmaceutical science.

Hildreth now proposes that “the virus is fully an exosome in every sense of the word.” When is a virus an exosome? - PMC (nih.gov)

https://bmcbiol.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12915-016-0268-z#S..  www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC2248418

 bmcbiol.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12915-016-0268-z#Sec13  www.pnas.org/.../9155  This discussion is certainly pro

virus and they give a very impressive electron microscope picture of the corona virus with its spike proteins...But as to the actual

analysis of composition they do not seem to say...I have only seen half of the video – soon your link will be taken down Is COVID-19

virus an Exosome | Exosome RNA (exosome-rna.com) exosome-rna.com/is-covid-19-virus-an-exosome  
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All of that has been done. I've posted it many times with links. You can even buy the isolate for the development of therapeutics

and vaccines.
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I thank you, Dr Mercola, for years of fabulous information and quality products. I am, however dismayed that you are now instituting a

fee based library…it seems that, you too, are taking advantage of the situation. Yes, I believe you do care about people and their health,

but even here, money rules. Lost my teaching job (husband is still at his teaching job) and have learned to live with less...Guess I will

be getting some “crumbs” of info without a paid annual subscription…
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Disappointed that you'd let your politics get in the way here, Dr. Mercola. This is NOT about Biden! You who have been talking about

this as a way to enslave the world should have remembered that. Is England now changing their rules, as you point out, to help Biden?

Has the WHO changed to help Biden with his State of the Union message?

Such a small, provincial take!  This is far bigger than Biden and his predecessor who "created the vaccines so they should be named

after me". It is far above that level. Or have you changed your views and the whole world has been turned upside down because of

American politics and their upcoming elections?
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Stoop, it is political and Biden is the face/mouth piece for the anti-TRUTH campaign. Go message on MSNBC...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/19/2022 10:01:03 AM
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mel.layton
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odysee.com/@Robert-Self:a0/Virus-Isolation-Is-It-Real-Andrew_Kaufman-R..  Dear Dr Mercola. In the interest of free and open

discussion, please watch the video above wherein Dr Andrew Kaufman responds to Jeremy Hammond, the journalist whom you

featured in your recent article. I know you are very against censorship on any level and there invite you to give Dr Andrew Kaufman the

same opportunity to defend his position that you gave Mr. Hammond. Sincerely, Mel Layton, San MIguel de Allende Mexico

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/19/2022 11:41:39 AM
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Join the World’s #1 Natural Health Newsletter for FREE!
Latest Trustworthy News from Dr. Mercola — delivered straight to your inbox! Enter your email address Subscribe Now!
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Mercola proudly supports these charities and organizations. View All ,

Disclaimer: The entire contents of this website are based upon the opinions of Dr. Mercola, unless otherwise noted. Individual articles are based upon the opinions of the respective

author, who retains copyright as marked. The information on this website is not intended to replace a one-on-one relationship with a quali`ed health care professional and is not

intended as medical advice. It is intended as a sharing of knowledge and information from the research and experience of Dr. Mercola and his community. Dr. Mercola encourages you to

make your own health care decisions based upon your research and in partnership with a quali`ed health care professional. If you are pregnant, nursing, taking medication, or have a

medical condition, consult your health care professional before using products based on this content.

If you want to use an article on your site please click here. This content may be copied in full, with copyright, contact, creation and information intact, without speci`c permission, when

used only in a not-for-pro`t format. If any other use is desired, permission in writing from Dr. Mercola is required.
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